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1. INTRODUCTION
The initial Phase A studies for the HEAD program baselined a magnetic
controller as part of the observatory attitude control system. Later when
an orbit adjust system was added to the observatory, the magnetic controller
was .deleted since the RCS subsystem required to supply the attitude
control torques during &V orbital adjustments could be used for on-orbit
control as well. When the AV requirement was dropped in the restructured
HEAO program, use of magnetics in the attitude control system again became
worthy of consideration. Two possible control configurations using
magnetics were defined; one would employ reaction wheels and magnetics
for both acquisition and normal on-orbit control, the other would use a
small cold gas system for acquisition and reaction wheels plus magnetics
for the normal cruise modes.
Preliminary trade studies between the alternate control systems
employing magnetics and the baseline hydrazine reaction control subsystem
(RCS), indicated a number of attractive advantages for the alternate
control approaches. Listed in order of significance, the identifiable
potential advantages were:
0 A significant program cost saving
• A common attitude control design for all HEAO missions
• Life no longer limited by expendables
• Smoother attitude control performance for Missions A and C
........ Elimination of wheel unloading transients for Mission B .._..
These potential advantages provided the impetus for conducting a
comprehensive study to firmly establish the feasibility of using magnetics
1n the attitude control system for all the HEAO missions.
This document reports the results of that study and includes: 1) an
assessment of concept feasibility, 2) a definition of concept implementation
and 3) performance comparisons between the baseline and alternate systems.
1-1
2. SUMMARY
Evaluation of study results indicates that attitude control using
reaction wheels, electromagnets, and cold gas is technically feasible for
all the HEAO missions. Acquisition is effected by a cold gas system;
during the cruise modes, attitude control is achieved with reaction wheels
and electromagnets. Implementation of this control approach involves
replacement of the RCS subsystem on HEAO-A, -B, and -C, with magnetic
and cold gas systems and the addition of reaction wheels to HEAO-A and -C.
This control approach permits rapid sun acquisitions and operation of the
reaction wheels at a small fraction of their total momentum capacity.
The use of a control approach employing only reaction wheels and magnetics
cannot be recommended at this time primarily because of the long periods
required for spacecraft acquisition or reacquisition of the sun line.
Table 2-1 represents a weight/power/reliability tradeoff between
the wheels/magnetics/cold gas system and the RCS baseline. Use of the
new system would impose a weight penalty of 85 to 315 pounds and a power
penalty of 54 watts on HEAO-A and -C. The weight change on HEAO-B
would range between a savings of 117 pounds to a penalty of 113 pounds;
8 watts of power would be saved. For all HEAO missions, the reliability
of this system is better than the current baseline.
2-1
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3. SYSTEM ENGINEERING
3.1 Selected Magnetic Configuration
The selected attitude control configuration employs reaction wheels
together with a magnetic controller and a small cold gas system for
all three HEAO missions. With this control configuration, initial sun
acquisition is effected with a cold gas system. Attitude control during
the cruise modes (celestial scan or celestial point) is accomplished
with reaction wheels and a magnetic controller. In the cruise modes,
the wheels provide primary attitude control and the magnetic controller
is employed solely for continuous desaturation of the reaction wheels.
Sun reacquisitions and control during backup operation would be effected
with the cold gas system.
Selection of the cold gas system for acquisition, rather than the
magnetic controller, was based on the following considerations:
a) The study has shown that the magnetic controller could
permit sun acquisition within three orbits. However,
it was also found that the acquisition process was
sensitive to magnetic coupling between the electro-
magnets and the magnetometer as well as to stray
residual magnetic fields on the observatory. Both
of these effects result in longer acquisition periods.
This has a significant impact on the depth of discharge
in the battery if the spacecraft is not tumbling in a
random manner. Since it is not possible to accurately
predict the dynamic behavior of the spacecraft for all
booster tipoff conditions and the ensuing motion during
acquisition, it then becomes technically attractive
to choose an acquisition system which is capable of
performing sun acquisition rapidly. The cold gas system
selected will permit sun acquisition within ten minutes.
b) Due to the study scope, a backup approach was not
developed. Preliminary considerations indicate that the
design of a suitable backup mode is greatly simplified
if continuous control authority is available upon
demand about each spacecraft axis. This is the case
if a cold gas system is employed. With the magnetic
controller and no active reaction wheels, it is only
possible to generate torques in that specific space-
craft plane which is instantaneously normal to the
earth's magnetic field vector. Since this fact will
significantly impact the design of a practical backup
system using only the magnetic controller, it was
concluded at this time that significant design problems
could be avoided by using a cold gas system.
3-1
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3.2 Implementation
Implementation of the control configuration consisting of reaction
wheels, magnetic controller, and the cold gas system, involves the following
major design changes to the spacecraft:
o Removal of the current RCS system and all associated equipment
from HEAO-A, -B and -C.
o Addition of electromagnets, electromagnet electronics,
magnetometers, and interface electronics to HEAO-A, -B
and -C
o Addition of reaction wheels and reaction wheel drivers to
HEAO-A and -C only
o Addition of a cold gas system to HEAO-A, -B and -C
o Additional solar array module for HEAO-A
The magnetic controller employs three electromagnets which consist
of dual-wound aluminum coils on a vanadium permendur core. Each electro-
2
magnet is capable of generating a magnetic moment of 2000 amp-turn-m
and v;efghs 51 pounds. During the cruise modes the electromagnets wouldp
operate with maximum moments between 200 and 400 amp-turn-m. The
electromagnets are located at the base of the spacecraft. The earth's
field is sensed by a magnetometer located at the top of the spacecraft
on the array structure.
The cold gas system would employ six thrusters with a nominal thrust
in the 0.1 to 1 pound range. For the purpose of this study, the propel 1 ant
capacity was based on the amount required to effect three worst case sun
acquisitions (i.e., acquisition with maximum tip-off rates of 1 degree
per second about each axis and the HEAO-B growth inertias). The required
propellent weight is 4.3 pounds. Two flight qualified tanks, each 7.6
inches in diameter, were selected as the storage vessels with capacity
closest to the requirement. Together, they have a 4.6 Ib capacity.
The total cold gas system weight is 30 pounds.
Propel 1 ant capacity was parameterized as a function of flight *
qualified tanks (Section 5). The largest tank that could be accommodated
within the equipment module is the 20.5 inch diameter tank which has a
capacity of 43.8 pounds. These tanks would give a maximum propellent
3-2
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capacity of 88 pounds. The total weight delta of this maximum capacity
system over the 4.6 pound system is 230 pounds which includes the addi-
tional support structure. Should the system under consideration be
selected in lieu of the present baseline, we would recommend that the
specification of the propellent capacity remain open until the HEAO-B
experiment module configuration is better defined and meaningful eval-
uation of weight margin is established. Weight permitting, tanks larger
than the 4.6 Ibs. discussed above could then be selected. The impact
on system cost will be minimal as the larger tanks are not significantly
more expensive than the small baseline tanks.
3.3 Weight/Power Trade
Table 3-1 illustrates the trade-off in weight and power between the
wheels/magnetics/cold gas system and the baseline RCS subsystem. For
Missions A and C, the weight of the wheels/magnetics components is 402
pounds of which 53 pounds (15%) is contingency. Note that this includes
the weight of the additional solar array module. Addition of the cold
gas system (5 pound capacity) gives a total weight of 432 pounds. There-
fore the weight penalty of using the recommended system on Missions A
and C is 85 pounds. If 88 pounds of nitrogen gas was carried instead
of 5 pounds, then the weight penalty would increase to 315 pounds.
For Mission B, only the magnetics and cold gas systems must be added
to implement the recommended system. This represents a weight saving
of 117 pounds relative to the RCS baseline. Increasing the nitrogen gas
capacity from 5 to the 88 pounds maximum, yields a weight penalty of
113 pounds.
The power penalty of implementing the recommended system for Mission
A and C is 54 watts which includes a 15% contingency of 8 watts. For
Mission B there is a power saving of 8 watts.
3.4 Magnetic Field Assessment
A principal concern in the design of any magnetic control system is
the effect of the magnetic fields produced by the electromagnets on
spacecraft components which are sensitive to magnetic fields. These
3-3
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components include star trackers, rate gyros, tape recorders, memories
in digital computers, and photomultiplier tubes in experiments.
The field produced by each electromagnet was derived using a
distributed source model (Section 9). This model gives an accurate
measure of the near-field of the electromagnet where the simple dipole
model is not valid. The model also applies to intermediate and far-
field regions of the electromagnet. This model was employed in the
evaluation of the magnetic fields at each of the component locations.
The total field was obtained by root-sum-squaring the field contri-
butions from each electromagnet. This gives a conservative result as
there will be some cancellation where the fields are summed vectorially.
Table 3-2 summarizes the results of the mapping analysis
The allowable field for the star tracker of 3 gauss was based on
a state-of-the-art shield enclosing the photomultiplier tube within the
tracker. The allowable field for the rate gyro of 20 gauss was based on
a TRW test performed during the HEAO proposal phase. A recent test on
the tape recorder (Section 10) indicated the recorder could tolerate
fields as high as 5 gauss without generating any bit errors. Similarly,
existing test data was used in selecting the allowable fields for the
transponder, digital processor (plated wire memory), and the cold gas
thrusters. For all those components for which an allowable field has
been specified, the peak field from the electromagnets is less than the
allowable operating limit.
The field coupled into the magnetometer is a key parameter in the
magnetic controller design. The worst coupling occurs in Mission B
where the peak coupled field is 4% relative to the maximum earth's field.
The coupling effect was analyzed in Section 4 where it is shown that a 5%
coupling factor can be readily accommodated by the magnetic controller.
It was concluded that the current location of the electromagnets
Is satisfactory as far as the resultant peak field on the observatory
1s concerned.
3-5
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4. ACDS
4.1 Introduction and Summary
The ACDS portion of the magnetic torquing study considered the imple-
mentation feasibility of using a magnetic controller on the observatory in
11eu of a reaction control system. This requires the electromagnets, act-
Ing in concert with the reaction wheels, to provide control during sun
acquisition and normal modes of operation for both HEAO-A/C and HEAO-B
configurations. The gross effect on the spacecraft design is the deletion
of the RCS from all configurations, the addition of reaction wheels and drive
electronics to the HEAO-A/C configurations and the addition of magnetometers,
electromagnetic torquers and electromagnetics to all configurations.
The scope of the study ancompassed preliminary design and analysis of
the subsystem from the standpoint of analytical development of control laws,
electronic circuit design and component sizing. The analytical development
was followed by a performance analysis effort using a digital simulation
which included the pertinent dynamic, kinematic and geometric models for
the spacecraft, torquers, wheels, gravity gradient disturbances, earth's
magnetic field, etc. The performance analysis considered the development/
verification of the hardware characteristics and the sensitivity to their
variations. The.sun acquisition mode was analyzed for the case of acqui-
sition from a worst case booster separation (max tipoff rates). The nor-
mal modes of celestial scan (HEAO-A/C) and celestial point (HEAO-B) were
analyzed to verify wheel unloading performance under worst case conditions.
The mass properties used throughout are those of Table 4-1, which were
projected on the basis of payload growth limits for the Atlas/Centaur
launch vehicle. Spacecraft attitudes, seasons, time of day, and other
geometrical conditions were selected to approximate worst case conditions.
The magnetic control configuration studied is shown schematically in
Figure 4-1. It consists of an orthogonal triad of electromagnets in the
equipment module, which are activated to interact with the earth's magnetic
field to produce control torques. Magnetic field sensing is accomplished
via a three-axis magnetometer array located at the top of the observatory.
The other ACDS equipment is located as in the current baselines in or on
4-1
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the equipment module. The functional block diagram of the ACDS is shown
in Figure 4-2. The computational functions indicated are performed by the
digital processor (DPA) with sensor and actuator interfacing provided
through the transfer assembly (TA).
The operating control modes for the ACDS are shown in Figure 4-3 for
both the scanning and pointing observatories. The normal sun acquisition
mode has two submodes (phases) in the magnetics implementation. The
initial phase activates the torquers to reduce the spacecraft body momenta,
as measured by the angular rate data from the gyros. During the initial
phase, the reaction wheels are inoperative. As the momentum is reduced to
a level compatible with the reaction wheel storage capability (=50% of
.capacity), reaction wheel control is activated based upon sun sensor posi-
tion data and gyro rate data. At this transition, which is accomplished
automatically based upon angular rate thresholds and sun presence informa-
tion, the magnetic control law is changed to exert torques as required to
unload the reaction wheels. This results in the wheels providing primary
attitude control actuation and the magnetics providing an outer loop for
momentum dumping to maintain the wheels in an unloaded state. The same
unloading control concept is used during the other normal modes of point,
scan, and maneuver.
The study has shown that the combined wheel/magnetics attitude control
design using electromagnets with a moment of 2000 amp-turn-m2 is feasible.
The design allows sun acquisitions to be accomplished using rate gyro and
sun sensor data. The acquisition time is dependent upon the conditions at
the start of the sequence. For a predicted worst case representation of
booster separation with maximum tipoff rates, the acquisition time is on
the order of 2-3 orbits. Normal mode performance using 300-400 amp-turn-m2
magnetic moment (of the available 2000) results in maintaining the reaction
wheels below 3-4 ft-lb-sec in celestial scan and 7-8 ft-lb-sec in celestial
point. This provides margins for maneuvering, which can probably be in-
creased after more detailed design. The ACDS weight and power requirements
for the wheel/magnetics configuration are estimated to be 349.9 lbs/109.1
watts for HEAO-A/C and .388.4 lbs/140.8 watts for HEAO-B.
4-4
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HEAO-A/C
NON-DPA FAULT
SUN ACQ (NORMAL)
SUN ACQ
(BACKUP)
HEAO-B NON-DPA
"PAULf
SUN ACQ (NORMAL) MANEUVER
\
\
~
CELESTIAL
POINT
SUN ACQ
(BACKUP)
INDICATES GROUND CONTROL TRANSFER
INDICATES ON-BOARD TRANSFER
Figure 4-3. ACDS Operating Mode Flow
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4.2 Subsystem Design
The initial phase of the ACDS study effort on magnetic torquing
addressed the aspects of conceptual design from the standpoint of control
law analysis and development, and hardware design feasibility and sizing.
The control law work utilized the results from previous magnetic control
studies conducted on other programs and in support of HEAD. The hardware
design bases were 'primarily the requirements established by earlier HEAO
magnetics studies. The electromagnet design and sizing characteristics
drew from the experience gained in the SESP 72-1 spacecraft attitude
control work which utilized electromagnets for control. The analysis
and hardware designs are discussed in this section.
4.2.1 Magnetic Control Laws.
Two candidate magnetic control laws were evaluated during the study.
For reasons which will later become apparent, they will be denoted as the
B and the BxH control laws.
The first controllaw was derived on the basis of kinetic energy.
During sun acquisition, the magnetic system must monotonically reduce the
spacecraft rotational kinetic energy. The rate of change of kinetic
energy equals the rate at which work is done on the spacecraft, which in
turn is a function of the applied torque and the inertial rate. Mathe-
matically, this relation is expressed as:
where W is the work done on the spacecraft, T is the torque applied to the
spacecraft, and uT is the angular rate of the spacecraft. Obviously, the
despin torque should assure that the above expression always remains nega-
tive, thereby guaranteeing removal of energy from the spacecraft at all
times.
A control torque (T) is applied to the spacecraft when the magnetic
mo;r,ent (R) of the electromagnets interacts with the earth's field (B)
according to the following vector cross product law:
T • Rx B , (4-2)
4-7
Hence.
^ = (M x B) • u (4-3)
Using appropriate vector identities
$ = - M • (« x B) (4-4)
Assuming that the inertial rate of change of B" is negligible relative to
the spacecraft tumble rate (oi), then
•
u x B • - B (4-5)
The expression for the rate of work under this approximation becomes
•fa (W) = ff • F (4-6)
In order to assure that
• • • •
FT - B~ = MY BY + Mv Bv -«• M_ B_ < 0, . (4-7)
® A A y y t. t.it is sufficient to provide that
•
M.J 8^ < 0 i = x, y and z (4-8)
Hence, each of the components of the spacecraft field must have opposite
polarity to the corresponding component of B". The magnetic control law
reflecting this characteristic becomes
ff = - KD B (4-9)
•
and is denoted the B control law. The control gain magnitude (KQ) is
selected primarily on the basis of experimental iteration for a given
design. The range of values used in this study using this approach was
1-10 ft-lb-sec/gauss2.
*
The B control law is applicable only during the acquisition mode be-
fore activation of the reaction wheels and while the spacecraft rates are
relatively high. After wheel activation, when the spacecraft momentum is
A transferred to the wheels, the B law must be dropped in favor of the B x H
control law.
4-8
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The alternate magnetic control law was derived from momentum consider-
ations and will be recognizable as the conventional control law normally
proposed for momentum removal. The total spacecraft momentum may be
defined as:
IT - [I] M + F (4-10)
where
w * spacecraft inertial rate vector
F = wheel momentum vector
[I] » spacecraft inertia matrix
Now consider the task of finding a magnetic control law which will
always command the control torque to oppose the momentum and thereby
guarantee reduction of spacecraft momentum. In general, the control
torque produced by the electromagnets is
T = Hx B~ (4-11)
and in accordance with the proposed control law
T » KH + e (4-12)
where K is the control gain and e" is an unavoidable error torque. The
error torque results when FT is not perpendicular to B", which is generally
the case. The three vectors T~, FT and e~ all lie in the same plane, but it
can be shown that the error torque I", will be minimized if this plane also
contains the field vector (B). If this constraint is imposed, then the
error torque will be perpendicular to B~, and it follows from Equations
(4-11) and (4-12) that:
B" x e = B ~ x ( t t x S ) + K B x H = 0 (4-13)
Therefore,
Ffe2 - (B~ • R)B" + KB" x FT = 0 (4-14)
where
4-9
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If a torque efficiency constraint is imposed whereby the magnetic moment
is restricted to be normal to the earth's field to maximize the magnetic
torque produced, then
ff . B = 0 (4-16)
and the required magnetic moment from the electromagnets is obviously
- & - « - r ( B x H ) ------------ -------------- . . - (4-17)
The above expression represents the BxH control law and can be employed
for both acquisition and unloading by appropriate definition of the FT
vector.
4.2.2 Reaction Wheel Control Laws
The reaction wheels are the primary means of providing attitude man-
euvering, stabilization, and control during the final sun acquisition
phase and in normal modes. The wheels produce torques on the spacecraft
which are functions of the spacecraft attitude errors and rates. Control
error signals for the roll, pitch and yaw axis are formed as follows:
ex ' Kpx (*L + Krx «x> (4-18)
Ey = Kpy (eL + Kry V (4'19)
ez = Kpz (*L + Krz uz) (4'20)
where K . and K . are the respective position and rate gains; <j> , e and
I V1 ri
\j» are the limited attitude errors for the attitude reference; and u. are
the respective spacecraft rates as sensed by the rate gyros. The error
signals, e , e , and e are the actuating signals to the motor drivers.A y i
Torques equal and opposite to the motor torques are applied to space-
craft body in response to these error signals. A block diagram of the
reaction wheel attitude control system is shown in Figure 4-4. This form
of controller is a typical rate plus position servo loop closed around the
spacecraft dynamics to provide attitude control through momentum manage-
ment. These control laws are of the same form as those currently
4-10
baselined for HEAO-B.
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DYNAMICS CONTROL
TORQUE
Figure 4-4. Block Diagram of Reaction Wheel Attitude
Control System (Roll Axis Only)
4.2.3 Control Law Parameter Selection
4.2.3.1 Sun Acquisition
During sun acquisition, the magnetic controller provides external
torques to reduce the initial angular rates (momentum) of the observatory
to levels compatible with reaction wheel activation. The magnetic control
laws evaluated in the study were:
tt = - K/B2 (BxH)
K - - KD ff
BxH law
•
B law
4-11
The control parameters requiring specification are K and 1C. In this
study, B2 was considered as constant in the BxH law so that the effective
control parameter was the K/B2 quotient. Previous preliminary s imulat ion
studies on HEAD had developed the desirable gain value for the BxH law
as 0.5 (sec-gauss2)"1. The specification of this parameter was therefore
accomplished experimentally. The B control law gain can be roughly re-
lated to the BxH gain through the inertia properties of the spacecraft.
From Equation (4-5):
•
- B~ » uTxB"
•
Therefore, the B law can be rewritten as
M = KD(uxB)
l\r\
(Hxff)
The latter expansion assumes I is an "inertia" of the spacecraft such
that IuT = H~ in some sense. By similarity with the BxH control law, then:
KD • & '
•
which associates the gain range for the B .law with that of the BxH law.
Through experimental studies using this relation as a starting point, it
was found that values of KD = 1 provided satisfactory performance. As
a result of comparative studies of the two control laws, however, it was
•
found that the B law was slightly inferior to the BxH law and thus the
emphasis of the study was on performance using the BxH law.
The selection of the control parameters employed by the reaction
wheels during the final phase of sun acquisition was based on obtaining
deadbeat response for a simple single axis maneuver. The phase plane
trajectory for such a maneuver is shown in Figure 4-5. A deadbeat re-
sponse characteristic is desirable from the standpoint of convergence
time and power efficiency as the null condition is achieved without appre
ciable oscillatory motion.
The idealized gain for this condition can be computed as follows.
The average deceleration required is given by:
4-12
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(4-21)
*xx
where
$ = deceleration along the desired trajectory
T = torque available from the wheel .
oVG
I = moment of inertia
The time for deceleration to the origin is
•L
t » 4- , (4-22)
•i
where t is the time to decelerate to zero rate and <j> is the effective
rate limit. The error angle limit <j> is given by
*e - 1/2 Jt2 • (4-23)
The slope of the switching line is 1C. (the rate gain) and is related to
•i r$ and <j> by:
Kr « -f (4-24)
9
The position error l imit 41 is determined by the reaction wheel controller
voltage characteristics. A saturation level (Vgat) of 17.1 volts was
selected for the reaction wheel controller design. The position gain is
given by
Kpi * (4-25)
where the K . have dimensions of volts per radians and are the effective
position gains.
For HEAO-B the values shown in Table 4-2 were used as preliminary de-
A sign values. These values provide the gain and limits also shown in the
table. These preliminary values were changed for pitch and yaw to the
4-14
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following values to improve control performance, based upon simulation
results: Kpy = Kpz = 97 volts/rad
Kry = Krz = 10° sec
eL = iji = .075 radians
These values provided improved response in both pitch and yaw and were
used throughout the final studies. .
4.2.3.2 Normal Mode
The magnetic control law during normal mode must-be the BxH law,
as the B law is not applicable. The momentum reference (H) in the control
law in this case, however, is the wheel momenta rather than the spacecraft
body momenta. This results in an effective gain reduction as the maximum
body momentum is of the order of 200 ft-lb-sec, whi le the maximum wheel
momentum is of the order of 40 ft-lb-sec. Thus to get loop gain equivalent
to the acquisition case, one would have to increase the control gain
by a factor of approximately 5. However, it is desired that a lower maxi-
mum magnetic moment be utilized during normal mode for power conservation.
To achieve this characteristic, the control gain would be reduced by
approximately an order of magnitude (equivalent to =200 amp-turn-m2 maxi-
mum moment command). The net effect is a gain reduction of about two
relative to the acquisition magnetic gain. By experimentation, using
this preliminary estimate, a value of 0.01 (sec-gauss2)"1 was found to
provide the most satisfactory performance.
The wheel control parameters used in the study of normal mode were
taken directly from the current HEAO-B study results in which attitude
control is via wheels. These control parameters are also shown in Table
4-2. For the celestial scan mode, the yaw control channel must be modi-
fied to provide scan rate control. The control law employed was
cz ' Kpz "rzK ' »zo> <4-6)
where u»20 is the desired scan rate. The gains have the same value as for
the pointing mode above.
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4.2.4 Electromagnet Design
Three electromagnets arranged in an orthogonal configuration are
necessary for generation of the required attitude control torques. The
electromganets must be designed to operate in two basic modes, namely sun
acquisition (and reacquisition) and normal mode (celestial scan or
celestial point). During acquisition, the electromagnets must generate a
large torque to permit efficient removal of tipoff momentum, while during
the normal cruise mode, a much smaller torque is required as the electro-
magnets are employed only for momentum unloading of the reaction wheels.
The required control torques on a per axis basis are 10 in-oz for acqui-
sition, and 1 to 2 in-oz for normal mode. Generation of a 10 in-oz torque
with an electromagnet at the HEAD orbital altitudes, requires an electro-
magnet with a magnetic moment of 2,000 amp-turn-m2. During the cruise
modes, the required magnetic moment decreases to a value between 200 and
400 amp-turn-m2. Magnetic moment is the primary parameter in the electro-
magnet design.
After selection of the magnetic moment, the core volume, length and
material must be chosen. To minimize the demagnetization effects of the
core (which is inversely proportional to the core length to diameter ratio),
it is necessary to select the maximum core length practically possible.
For the current HEAO configuration and the proposed electromagnet locations,
an overall electromganet length of 5 feet is appropriate. As the magnetic
moment generated is a function of the core flux density, it is imperative
that the core material be able to sustain a high saturation induction
(24,500 gauss) and a high incremental permeability. The high incremental
permeability is necessary because the electromagnet drivers operate in a
pulsed manner and this forces the core magnetization to cycle in a minor
hysteresis loop about a bias value. For good overall linearity, the maxi-
mum core flux density was limited to 20,000 gauss.
The maximum input power to the electromagnet was set at 16 watts
for a minimum voltage of 22 volts. A computer program (previously
developed for the SESP electromagnet design) was then used to select the
required wire size, number of turns and coil current. Aluminum wire was
chosen over copper for weight reasons. The resultant coil design employs
6,545 turns of No. 17 AW6 heavy Poly-thermalize wire wound on an epoxy
4-17
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glass coil fonn. Each co,l form is 1.650 inches inner diameter and 2.734
inches outer diameter by 58.2 inches in length. The core is 1.500 inches ,
in diameter and 58.200 inches long. Each electromagnet has a redundant
winding and is enclosed in a fiberglass case filled with silastic potting
compound. Table 4-3 lists the key magnetic, electrical and mechanical
parameters of the electromagnet design.
4.2.5 Electromagnet Driver Design
The electromagnet driver electronics generates a drive current (I )
with the magnitude and polarity determined by the magnetic moment command
(M) received through the transfer assembly (TA). Two complete drivers and
electromagnet windings are required for each control axis. These two
separate systems (per axis) are operated in an active/standby mode with
the mode controlled by the TA. The two drivers are cross-strapped with
the two TA's to satisfy system reliability requirements.
The principal design requirements established for the driver elec-
tronics was that coil current must be proportional to the magnetic moment
command, and the driver circuit must operate efficiently. After evaluating
different circuit configurations which included linear power amplifiers
and variable voltage dc-to-dc converters, it was found that a pulsed
transistor bridge switch could best satisfy these design requirements.
A block diagram of the selected electromagnet driver is presented
in Figure 4-6. As indicated in this diagram, the driver consists of
five separate functional circuits.
The absolute value detector converts the bipolar magnetic moment
command received from the TA into an absolute value voltage and a sign
voltage. The absolute voltage determines the coil winding current (Ic)
magnitude'(and thus the magnetic moment magnitude) while the sign voltage
controls the coil current direction (magnetic moment sense). The sign
voltage also controls the feedback voltage ef such that this voltage is
always positive at the comparator circuit input.
The signal e^ is compared to |M| at the comparator and if it is less
than an allowable percentage of |M|, then the coil current is increased.
If ef exceeds |M| by the same percentage, then the coil current is
4-18
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Table 4-3. Electromagnet Design Parameters
MAGNETIC PARAMETERS
MAGNETIC MOMENT (MAX)
CORE FLUX DENSITY (MAX)
EFFECTIVE PERMEABILITY
LENGTH/DIAMETER RATIO
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS
POWER (MAX)
CURRENT (MAX)
VOLTAGE
RESISTANCE
INDUCTANCE
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
SIZE
WEIGHT
CORE
CONDUCTOR
POTTING COMPOUND
CASE
2,062 Amp-turn-m2
19,751 Gauss
564 Gauss/Oersted
38.8
16 Watts
.727 Amperes
22 Volts
30.3 Ohms
20.3 Henries
2.85 In. Dia. x 60.0 In,
51.1 Lbs
(30.1) Lbs
(13.7) Lbs
( 5.8) Lbs
( 1.5) Lbs
4-20
decreased. This logic allows duty cyling of the control current.
The drive logic circuit decodes the comparator output voltage (V
and V **) to ensure correct pulsing of the bridge switch. Also included
in the drive logic circuit is an analog switch controlled by the sign
voltage. This switch connects the logic output to the correct transistors
and thus determines the coil current direction.
The transistor bridge switch consists of switching, amplifying, and
power transistors. The four power transistors are arranged in a bridge
circuit with the electromagnet between the two sides of the bridge. This
arrangement is illustrated in the figure below. As indicated in the fig-
ure, the coil current direction and magnitude can be controlled by pulsing
*>the correct pair of transistors.
Figure 4-7. Transistor Bridge Circuit
4-21
The current sensor circuit constantly senses the current I and gener-
ates a voltage e~ which is proportional to the current. This voltage is
used to compare the current with the magnetic moment command. An addi-
tional output from the sensor circuit is ef^ . This voltage is the same
as ef, except that it contains current magnitude and direction for monitor-
Ing via telemetry.
The use of a bridge switch arrangement for controlling the coil current
requires a variable duty cycle (as a function of coil current magnitude)
'and a constant dc mode when new current magnitudes are required. The
technique selected to control the current through the coil is to sense
the coil current level and to maintain this level within a current band
of +_ e, as illustrated below.
•c
Figure 4-8. Electromagnet Coil Current Characteristic
/
This method will maintain the current within a small "error" band
and allow a pulsed mode of operation. When a new current level is re-
quired, the on transistors of the bridge switch remain on until the I
+• e level is sensed, and then the transistors are turned off. When the
current drops to I - e, the transistors are turned on again.
The method of establishing the limits of the current band can be more
easily understood by referring to the more detailed block diagram of
Figure 4-9. In this block diagram, the comparator section consists of
operational amplifiers Ax and A2 and the two comparators. The Aj and A2
gains determine the range j^e within which the coil current is maintained.
If an e of .01 (1%) were chosen, then the gain of Kl would equal 1.01
and the gain of A2 would be 0.99. When the current flowing through the
coil causes a voltage (ef) to be less than 0.99 M, Q! and Q2 of the
4-22
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bridge switch would remain on for the current direction shown in Figure
4-9 until ef = 1.01M. When this voltage is reached, Qj and Q2 wi l l be
turned off and remain off until e^ decreases to .99M again.
The duty cycle for this circuit is a function of the coil current
magnitude. This is because the current path for the on and off portions
of the duty cycle are different (i.e., different time constants), and this
difference has more effect at large currents than at lesser currents.
When Qi and Q2 in Figure 4-9 are turned on, the current flows through
these transistors and the load consisting of L, RL (coil resistance), and
RS. When Qj and Q2 are turned off, the diodes across Q2 and Q3 provide a
low resistance path for current to flow and thus prevent large induced
voltages across the transistors caused by the coil inductance. However, this
"off" current path differs from the "on" current path and accounts for the
duty cycle variation. If we define TQn and TQff to be the on and off time
constants, we can see that T is smaller than TQn, because the diode
voltage drop (V^-inde^ is greater than the transistor saturation voltage
Or
'
 Rdiode > Rsat and Slnce T = *• Ton ^  * is 9reater thanT /_ L on
off v" E"0ff) where RQn and R - are the path resistances during on and
off conditions and are equal to R$at + RCOii and Rdiode + RcoiT resPectlvely-
This discussion can be proven by determining the time required for in-
creasing and decreasing current between the levels I +_ e during pulsed
operation and then determining the duty cycle by the equation,
100 x t.B
Duty Cycle (%) = T — -r-^- , (4-27)
ron x roff
where
ton is the time to increase the current from I - e t o I + e
*off ^s the time to decrease tne current from I c + e t o l c - e
The equation relating duty cycle and the required coil current, IG,
Is given by the relation:
4-24
Duty Cycle (%) = 10^nA (4-28)
where:
(l-e)I + (E+2ED)/R
(He) I + IE+2EDJ/R
• **
- (E-2Vces)/R
where :
E = voltage applied to the bridge switch
V = transistor saturation voltageC65
R = coil resistance (since R5 « R.)
ED = diode forward voltage drop
If we assume that VCGS and ED are constant, then the duty cycle is a
function if I only. A plot of duty cycle versus I can be made if we
*» c
substitute values for the constants in Equation (4-28). This plot is
shown in Figure 4-10, with the following constant values:
E =28 VDC
Vces = 0.35 VDC
RL =30 Ohms
ED = 0.6 VDC
e = 0.01
4-25
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The peak power required for both acquisition and unloading is given
below in Table 4-4 for the drive electronics (bridge switch and transistor
drive) and the processing electronics (amplifiers and drive logic).
Table 4-4. Peak Power Requirements
PROCESSING ELECTRONICS
(SECONDARY VOLTAGE)
DRIVE ELECTRONICS
(PRIMARY BUS VOLTAGE)
TOTAL
ACQUISITION
0.9
1.1
2.0
UNLOADING
0.7
0.4
1.1
The output signal eft is transmitted to the TA to provide status of
the electromagnet driver via the telemetry link. If the active electro-
magnet drive electronics fails, this signal, when compared with the mag-
netic moment command will indicate a failure, and the standby electromag-
net driver and coil can be placed in operation.
In addition to the sections of the driver electronics discussed above,
the circuit will require filtering of the power bus because of the
transistor bridge switching. Filtering will ensure compliance with HEAD
EMC Specification EV2-32A. Short circuit protection for the power bus
will also be required in the final design. Neither of the above require-
ments however, present an extreme design problem or cause significant
additional power requirements.
4.2.6 Magnetometer Requirements
The magnetometer to be used in the magnetic control system to measure
the magnetic field at the spacecraft will be a Triaxial Fluxgate Magne-
tometer Assembly. The assembly consists of a sensor unit, an electronic
unit, and the interface cable between these units. There will be two
magnetometer assemblies aboard each spacecraft operating in an active/
standby mode.
4-27
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The sensor units will be mounted on the extended solar arrays
(possibly on a mechanical support assembly on HEAO-A). The maximum size
of these units will be 5 inches x 3 inches x 3 inches. The maximum
weight of each sensor unit and interfacing cable will be 4.0 Ibs. Maximum
power required by the Magnetometer Assembly will be 1.0 watt.
The electronic unit will be mounted in the equipment module. The
maximum size of each electronics package will be 7 inches x 5.5 inches x
3 inches. The maximum weight of these units will be 2 Ibs each.
The Magnetometer Assembly must be capable of measuring the earth's
magnetic field, which is approximately 0.35 gauss at HEAO spacecraft alti-
tudes. It must measure the field present with the resolution and accuracy
to meet system design requirements. The magnetometer range will permit
measurement of fields greater than the earth's field and will allow bias-
Ing out any static fields present due to fields generated by either the
experiments or spacecraft equipment.
The performance requirements for the Magnetometer Assembly are listed
below in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5. Magnetometer Assembly Performance
Requirements (Per Axis)
OUTPUT SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
RANGE
LINEARITY
RESOLUTION
ACCURACY
0 + 5 VDC
+_ 1 Gauss
THE NONLINEARITY OF THE READING
SHALL NOT EXCEED + IX OF 2.5 VOLTS/
GAUSS OVER THE ENTIRE RANGE.
0.004 Gauss
+ 0.1% OF FULL SCALE
A bias voltage of 2.5 VDC corresponding to a zero magnetic field will
be provided as an output of the magnetometer. A change in this bias volt-
age would be an erroneous indication of the magnetic field. Therefore,
this bias voltage output and each axis field voltage output will be buffered
1n the transfer assembly for ground monitoring via the telemetry link.
4-28
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4.2.7 Interface Electronics
Each Magnetometer Assembly (active and standby) interfaces with one
transfer assembly (TA). The block diagram below illustrates the signal
and power interface between the magnetometer and the TA.
'R1
MAGNETOMETER
TRIAXIAL
SENSOR (A)
'Si
MAGNETOMETER
ELECTRONICS
UNIT (A)
PRIMARY &
SECONDARY
VOLTAGES Bi 'Bias
TRANSFER
ASSEMBLY (A)
MAGNETOMETER
TRIAXIAL
SENSOR (B)
MAGNETOMETER
ELECTRONICS
UNIT (B)
TRANSFER
ASSEMBLY (B)
Figure 4-11. Block Diagram - Magnetometer
to Transfer Assy. Interface
In this block diagram, Vs^ and VR- are the input and output signals
per axis (i = X, Y, Z), which are used to measure the ambient magnetic
fields. VBJ and VBia$ are the field measurement voltages and the zero
magnetic field bias voltages, respectively.
The electromagnet driver electronics also interface with the transfer
assembly, as shown in the block diagram below. The signals M- and efti
were defined in the electromagnet driver design discussion of Section
4.2.5. The power for the driver electronics provided through and con-
trolled by the TA. This enables each TA to control each driver, as
illustrated symbolically by paralleling the voltage and signal lines in
the block diagram. In this manner, the TA selects which of the drivers is
active and which is in standby.
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4.3 Subsystem Performance
The design feasibility of magnetics in the ACDS implementation is
dependent upon two general aspects of performance:
• The ability to accomplish sun acquisition
t The ability to maintain the reaction wheels in an unloaded
condition during normal mode
These two aspects of performance were addressed separately in the study.
The results will similarly be discussed separately in this section.
The performance analysis work was performed with the aid of a common
digital computer simulation, which modeled the three-degree-of-freedom
rigid body angular equations of motion. The earth's magnetic field was
modeled as a tilted dipole, inclined 11° with respect to the earth's spin
axis and offset 20° from the Greenwich meridian. The magnetometers, sun
sensor and rate gyros were modeled as ideal sensors. Gravity gradient
disturbance torque equations were included in the simulation for long and
short term performance assessment. The reaction wheel model used featured
some unique characteristics of special note. For simplification, only
three reaction wheels were modeled - one for each axis. The torque-speed
characteristics of a typical wheel are shown in Figure 4-13. The torque
is proportional to the square of the impressed voltage (Figure 4-13
ordinates), whereas the voltage is directly proportional to the attitude
error signal (see reaction wheel control laws). Thus, the error to
torque transfer is a square law relation. The inertia assumed for each
wheel was based on either the three or four wheel model of HEAO-B, to
provide a total momentum capability for each axis, as shown in Table 4-6.
4-31
REACTION WHEEL SPEE&-OWM]
TQSEJL P9D673
Figure 4-13. Reaction Wheel Torque
Gain Constant Characteristic
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Table 4-6. Reaction Wheel Momentum Characteristics
H
"x
Hy
HZ
4 WHEELS ACTIVE
0.684 Hw
1.328 Hw
1.328 Hw
3 WHEELS ACTIVE
0.342 H,,w
0.664 H,.,
W
0.664 Hw
where:
y
z
Hw
momentum storage capability for x-axis
momentum storage capability for y-axis
momentum storage capability for z-axis
momentum storage capability for one HEAO-B wheel
These characteristics were used throughout the individual studies discussed
in the following sections.
4.3.1 Sun Acquisition Performance
The goals of this portion of the study were to determine the condi-
tions under which sun acquisition could be performed satisfactorily and '
to assess the sensitivity of the nominal performance to the following
types of effects:
Mass properties (HEAO-A/C or B, see Table 4-1)•
•
•
t
•
•
Initial body rates (maximum of T/sec about each axis due
to separation)
Initial magnetic field/momentum geometry
Maximum electromagnet moment capability
Magnetics to wheels transition criteria
Magnetic field biases
4-33
• Magnetic control coupling between electromagnetics and
magnetometers
• Reaction wheel configuration
The relevant comparison criteria used in the performance assessment
consisted of the following parameters:
• Total time required for sun acquisition
• Amount of time under magnetic control alone
• Amount of time under combined wheel and magnetic control
• Momentum stored in wheels at time of acquisition capture
The numerical values of these parameters resulting from the simulations
are summarized in Table 4-7 for the various perturbation conditions
studied. As indicated in the footnote in the table, the specific value
of total time to acquisition capture is quantized to +0, -10 minutes, due
to manner in which the completion criteria logic was implemented. Thus,
differences of the order of 10 minutes are not significant for comparison
purposes. The time to combined wheel/magnetic transition was more pre-
cisely defined and thus not subject to the same quantization. This
parameter indicates the effectiveness of the magnetic controllers. The
last column in the table indicates the final composite magnitude of the
momentum stored in the wheels after sun acquisition is complete.
The basic philosophy used in the development of the acquisition control
sequence was that the reaction wheel control system would remain off un-
til the magnetic torquers had reduced all three body rates below some
threshold. At this switching point (Mode 1A to IB transition), the
magnetic control law would be changed to the unloading law, and the
position loop closed via the sun sensor for wheel control. Thus true
acquisition only began at transition to wheel control.
A perturbation to this sequence in which the reaction wheels are
activated immediately upon separation and the magnetic control system
activated to unload wheel momentum was also considered. This technique
allowed earlier acquisition, but requires relatively long unloading
periods.
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. Baseline Performance
A performance baseline was established which reflected operation
from the following set of conditions:
• HEAO-B mass properties (see Table 4-1) . .
• Gravity gradient disturbance torques active
• 22.5° orbit inclination
• 225 nautical mile oribital altitude
t 2000 amp-turn-m2 magnetic moment capability per axis
• Initial body rates of l°/sec about each axis
• Wheel activation at uv = 0.573°/sec, ^ - « *0.115°/secx y z
Figures 4-14 through 4-18 illustrate the performance for the base-
line conditions of Case 1 (Table 4-7).
Figure 4-14 illustrates the attitude of the spacecraft during the
acquisition phase in relationship to the sun. .The direction cosine, B33,
which is plotted at the top of the figure, is representative of the angular
deviation of the spacecraft z-body axis from the sun vector. The next
three plots on Figure 4-14 represent attitude errors with respect to the
quasi-inertial (sun pointed) coordinate system. That system is defined
by a z-vector being sun pointing, the y-vector in the ecliptic plane and
the x-vector completing the right-hand set. Direction cosine B23 repre-
sents the roll error and B13 represents the negative of the pitch error.
The requirements for acquisition are that B33 approach +1, and that B13
and B23 both go to zero. The value of B12 is not controlled, because it
represents the angle of rotation about the z-body or sun pointing axis.
However, the z-body rate is nulled by the action of the control system.
Figures 4-15, 4-16 and 4-17 illustrate the attitude control perform-
ance about the x, y, and z axes of the spacecraft, respectively. Note
that the electromagnet associated with a given axis (bottom variable)
actually exerts control about the other two axes due to the cross product
characteristic of the magnetic interaction. Wheel control activation is
A Indicated in the figures at 187.5 seconds.
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The trace second from the top of Figure 4-18 shows the relationship
between the earth's magnetic f ield (B~) and the spacecraft momentum vector.
The two vectors are colinear when the angle shown is 180°. The f ie ld/
momentum vector geometry is significant, since the magnetic controller
can produce no torque along the field vector. For the baseline, Case 1,
the wheels were activated after 187.5 minutes of operation, with acquisi-
tion (less than 10° error) occurring approximately 10 minutes later, as
seen from Figure 4-14.
The momentum removal of the magnetic system is dependent upon the
angle between the momentum vector and the earth's f ie ld (second parameter
In Figure 4-18). During the initial portion (0-20 minutes) of acquisi t ion,
the momentum removal rate is approximately 3.5 ft-lb-sec per minute , and
the angle varies from 55 to 30 degrees. During the rest of the acquisition
period, the separation angle is approximately 20 degrees, and the
momentum removal rate drops to about 0.7 ft-lb-sec per minute, due to
this geometrical effect.
The performance of the reaction wheel attitude control system during
acquisition is generally satisfactory, although the pitch channel exhibits
an underdamped characteristic. This characteristic could be reduced by a
more extensive analysis of the required gains for the pitch wheel control
loop. A deadbeat response of the pitch control loop would shorten the
total acquisi t ion time by approximately five minutes. Since wheel per-
formance was not the emphasis of this study however, no attempt was made
to iterate the wheel controller parameter selection once satisfactory
response was obtained.
A second baseline case, applicable to HEAO-A, was also simulated
with the results as shown in Table 4-7 (Case 2). The same worst case
t ipoff rates were used as ini t ial conditions; however, due to the smal ler
moments of inertia of HEAO-A, the ini t ia l momentum existing in the space-
craft is smaller than for the corresponding HEAO-B case. Similarly, the
momentum transit ion condition for wheel activation allows transition at
higher spacecraft rates. These two effects cause the acquisi t ion to be
completed in about 1/3 the time for HEAO-B (65 minutes ) . The HEAO-B
baseline, Case 1, was carried as the primary comparison for the other
perturbations due to its worst case characteristics.
4-42
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Mass Property Influences
The most pertinent change to mass property characteristics occurs as
a result of the differences between the HEAO-A/C and HEAO-B spacecraft
themselves. The magnetics design is to be common to all three observatory
configurations. Therefore, to assess the effect of mass property changes
on acquisition, the inertia properties of HEAO-A/C from Table 4-1 were
used in the simulation. Figures 4-19 through 4-23 show the simulation
time histories resulting from Case 3. The acquisition capture time is
approximately 200 minutes, or about the same as for the baseline case
(HEAO-B). This is somewhat misleading, in that the criteria used for
wheel control transition was based upon body rates, not momentum. Since
the mass properties are reduced from the baseline case, the same rates
embody a reduced momentum. The wheel capability, however, is in terms
of momentum. Therefore, if the transition criteria were made to a common
momentum bases, it is estimated that the acquisition time could be reduced
to the order of 100 minutes on the basis of the momentum characteristics of
Figure 4-23. This prediction is born out by the results from Case 2,
noted previously.
The overall characteristics of the acquisition performance, as indi-
cated in the figures for Case 3 are quite similar to those of the baseline,
shown previously (Case 1). Therefore, no critical sensitivity to mass
properties is indicated by these studies.
Initial Field/Momentum Orientation
The magnetic torque available from the electromagnets is a function
of the relative angular separation between the spacecraft momentum vector
and the instantaneous earth magnetic field vector. When the two vectors
are colinear, the cross-product goes to zero and therefore, no torque
can be produced in the field direction to reduce the momentum. This
worst case condition was evaluated with the results as shown in Figure 4-24.
In Case 4, although the initial alignment was unfavorable, within 20 min-
utes the orbital and control dynamics have caused the momentum to rotate
to an angle of 20° with respect to the field vector, as shown in the second
time history in the figure. This angular separation allows the magnetic
controller to become sufficiently effective to reduce the
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momentum to a level that transition to wheel control can be effected at
about 200 minutes. Acquisition capture occurs at 240 minutes, compared
to 200 minutes for the baseline, Case 1. The momentum/field relative
orientation may be considered a random phenomenon with the case shown in
Figure 4-24, representative of a worst case initial condition.
Wheel Activation Criteria Modification
The baseline criteria for transition from magnetics only to combined
wheel and magnetic control was simultaneous satisfaction of the following
angular rate conditions.
u <_ 0.573
^
"y 1 0.116
uz <_ 0.115
as has been noted previously. These rates corresponded roughly to the
allocation of 50% of the available wheel momenta for absorbing the space-
craft momentum from the tipoff rates. In actuality, considerably less
than 50% was used in two of the control axes. Therefore, one simulation
was run with the rate criteria increased such that 75-80% of the wheel
momenta could be used for acquistion control. The rate criteria in Case 5
were:
ux <. 1.3°/sec
u 1 0.35°/sec
u>z <_ 0.36°/sec
The results of this case are summarized in Table 4-7. The acquisition
time is shortened to 150 minutes due to wheel activation at 92 minutes.
As predicted, the wheels end up with about 50% more stored momentum than
in the baseline case. The distribution of the momentum among the control
axes is also more uniform.
The limiting case for wheel transition is to eliminate the initial
phase altogether and activate wheel control immediately at mode entry.
A The results of this condition are shown in Figures 4-25 through 4-29,
corresponding to Case 6. In this case, the wheels are used to remove
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spacecraft rate and to initiate the maneuver toward the sun as quickly
as possible. However, the wheels tend to saturate early and lose their
control authority, although they are effective at nulling the spacecraft
rates. Acquisition occurs after only 150 minutes, but results in signifi-
cant levels of momentum left in the wheels. It would appear that unload-
ing time on the order of 100 minutes would be required to unload the
wheels from the terminal acquisition condition; however during this period,
sun pointing could be maintained.
Magnetic Moment Sizing
The magnetic moment capability of 2000 amp-turn-m2 was established as
the sizing baseline , based upon previous HEAO studies on the magnetic
torquing concept. The digital simulation was used to provide an assess-
ment of the validity of this design parameter. In this regard, runs with
a maximum electromagnet moment of 1000 and 3000 amp-turn-m2 were made,
with results as shown in Figures 4-30 and 4-31, respectively. Reduction
of the maximum magnetic moment available causes the time to wheel transi-
tion to increase approximately 55 minutes (30%) from that of the baseline,
indicating significantly reduced average effectiveness of the magnetic
controller. Increasing the maximum moment has essentially no effect upon
the time to wheel transition. This was in part due to the fact that the
selected control gain was that used for the baseline case and thus did
not always result in commanded saturation. The relative increase in
effectiveness of the 3000 amp-turn-m2 case, compared to the 1000 case,
is seen in the initial 20 minute segments of the momentum histories in
Figures 4-30 and 4-31. The assessment of the payoff in increasing the
maximum magnetic moment from the 2000 amp-turn-m2 of the baseline was
that no significant performance improvement could be identified at this
time. In the same context, a reduction to 1000 amp-turn-m2 caused signi-
ficant decreases in performance capabilities during acquisition. There-
fore, the 2000 amp-turn-m2 design of the baseline was retained for the
sizing analysis.
Residual Field Effects
A The magnetometer triad senses the overall magnetic field at the sensor
location on the spacecraft. The sensed field may contain contributions in
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addition to the earth's magnetic field arising from sources on the space-
craft itself, such as experiments and electronic/electrical devices.
These contributions will tend to create a body fixed field residual or
bias to the desired magnetometer output. To the extent possible, this
could be compensated by appropriate biases in the sensor processing.
However, some residual is likely to exist. The effect of such a residual
on the sun acquisition performance was studied. A magnitude of 1% of
the maximum earth field in each axis was used for comparison. The re-
sults of this perturbation to the baseline case are shown in Figure 4-32,
corresponding to Case 9. The net effect of the residual bias is to in-
crease the time required to transition to the wheels. This is due to a
decrease in the effective capability of the magnetic controller, resulting
from activation of the electromagnets according to a sensed field.which was
skewed relative to the real field which provided the control torques.
This causes extraneous couplings and interactions which act to reduce
the net controller effectiveness. Once transition to the wheels was
accomplished, performance was not as significantly affected. The normal
mode results of the next section illustrate this in more detail. The
results of this perturbation indicate that attention must be paid to the
residual field effect in terms of control performance during acquisition.
This requires an assessment of the various field sources and their effects
in the vicinity of the magnetometer and the electromagnets as the residual
effect is a relative one in terms of these two units. Ideally, the
magnetometer field should be the same as that present at the electro-
magnets .
Magnetic Control Coupling
The magnetic control system implementation features a closed loop,
using magnetometers for sensing and electromagnets for torquing. Both
are magnetic devices; therefore a dynamic coupling path is present within
the control loop. The electromagnets produce a magnetic field as conse-
quence of the magnetic moment. The magnetometers are field sensing de-
vice's. Therefore, it is of interest to look at the effect of this feed-
back coupling mechanism. The degree of coupling is *a function of the
effective loop gain, which is dependent upon the controller gain and
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the field potential characteristics of the electromagnets at the magneto-
meter location. Field strength generally follows the inverse cube decay
characteristic as a function of separation distance. By proper relative
placement electromagnets and the magnetometers, it is theoretically
possible to make the effective coupling gain "nearly zero. Location con-
straints exist, however, in the HEAD application due to limitations on
the observatory size (see Figure 4-1). To avoid the necessity for em-
ploying extendable booms or other similar devices, the maximum electro-
magnet/magnetometer separation allowable is limited to the longitudinal
dimensions of the observatory (:25 ft). As part of this study, as assess-
ment of the field characteristics of the electromagnets was made. This
encompassed both the near field (in equipment module) and far field (in
vicinity of magnetometer) regions. Based upon these results, it was
concluded that induced field levels at the magnetometers, from a saturated
electromagnet, could be on the order of 5-10% of the maximum earth's field
in magnitude. It was desired in the control performance analysis, to
make this coupling worst case, if possible, by appropriate specification
of the sign on the coupling magnitude. To aid in this specification, two
analytical approaches were pursued. Consider the case when the x-magnetic
control loop by itself is analyzed. The magnetic moment to be generated
is given by the BxH control law as:
- K(Hy Bzs -Hz Bys) (4-29)
where:
M = magnetic moment of x-magnet
B , BZS = sensed magnetic field components
H , H = y and z components of momentum
Assume that
Bzs = BzE * 6zx Mx (4~3°)
and
B = B r + 6 M (4-31)
JTi j t jr A X
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where:
6 = coupling gain of the z-magnetometer to the x-magnetic field
6 = coupling gain of the y-magnetometer to the x-magnetic fieldyx
B
 E, B E = earth's field components along z and y
By substitution in the moment expression then,
or by arranging
M
-H
(Hy Bz * Hz By)
(4-32)
(4-33)
Thus, for positive H , HZ, a destabilizing influence in the magnetic con-
troller is generated when the coupling gains have the characteristics:
zx » 6yx
As an alternate approach, consider the case when the outer control
loop is analyzed with the aid of Figure 4-33. This approach considers
the effect of the coupling on spacecraft motion.
H,B,T and TD are all
cop 1 ana r
L = Destabl ill zing Mag.
Moment
= Destabilizing Torque
M
I
f
B
Figure 4-33. Vector Relationships for BxH Control Law
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Again, the magnetic moment M is generated according to cross-product
of the momentum vector and the sensed field so that:
Mx = K(Hy Bz - Hz By) (4-34)
and the resulting torque is given by
T = M x F (4-35)
Rewriting Equation 4-34 in terms of the sensed field
Mx = K(HyB2 - HzBy * Hy62xMx - Hz6yxMx) (4-36)
This is the same expression as before. However, here the argument
is in terms of the torque produced by the coupling terms in the moment
expression. If M were to be in the direction of MD, the destabilizing
moment of Figure 4-33, the torque produced would actually tend to increase
the momentum vector (H). This happens in a perturbation sense when
AMv a K(HW s,v Mv - H, 6UV Mv) <0. Thus, a destabilizing influence exists
A jf iJ\ A £• JT A A
when the coupling gains satisfy the following conditions:
6zx < °- 6yx > °
These signs are just opposite of those arrived at in the previous develop-
ment.
This apparent ambiguity from the analytical approaches was pursued
experimentally through use of the simulation. Various sign combinations
were studied via simulations runs and it was observed that no true worst
case set could be defined on a preliminary basis. Therefore, it was
concluded that the effective feedback gain due to the coupling influence
probably circulates through regions of stability and instability as a
function of the acquisition dynamics and therefore, a worst case set of
coupling signs does not exist in a general sense.
The acquisition performance for the baseline system with magnetic
feedback to the magnetometers from each of the other two magnets is shown'
in Figure 4-34 for Case 10. The feedback gain was such that a saturated
X magnet, for instance, cause the y and z magnetometers to sense fields
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equal to five percent of the maximum earth's magnetic field in addition
to the actual field at each instant. Although the simulation did not run
to completion, it is deduced that sun acquisition would occur, since the
wheels were activated at 239 minutes. On the basis of the other simulation
results, once wheel activation is achieved, satisfactory acquistion cap-
ture follows.
Once wheel transition is accomplished , acquisition performance is
primarily determined by the wheel controller characteristics as the
magnetics then act to unload the wheels in lieu of nulling spacecraft
momentum. The estimated total time to acquisition capture is approximately
280 minutes, extrapolated from other wheel control performance results on
combined wheel/magnetic control. The magnetic coupling is therefore a
significant factor in acquisition performance. This consideration,
like the residual field one, thus becomes an area for further analysis
during the detailed design of a magnetic control system.
Tipoff Rate Effects
The initial angular rate conditions at initiation of the magnetic
controller during Mode 1A translate into a spacecraft momentum which
must be managed. The magnetic controller reduces the momentum to a
level compatible with wheel transition. Since this is a fixed level,
the smaller the initial momentum due to tipoff rates (as an example)
the less will be the need for magnetic control action. This effect is
shown quantitatively in Figure 4-35, which shows the results from a run
with the baseline characteristics and magnetic coupling as in Case 10,
but with initial rates of only 0.5°/sec in each axis in lieu of l°/sec.
The appropriate relative comparison is then with Figure 4-34, and the
estimated extrapolation as shown in Table 4-7. Total acquisition time is
reduced from =280 minutes to 200 minutes (30%) for a reduction of 50% in
total initial momentum. The conditions of Figure 4-35 are considered
representative of the worst case conditions for reacquistiions after
extended periods of uncontrolled flight under the influence of large
disturbance torques.
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4.3.2 System Performance During Normal Mode
The function of the magnetic controller during normal mode is to con-
tinuously unload the reaction wheels to counter the secular effects of en-
vironmental disturbances. Disturbances such as those due to gravity grad-
ient torques will cause the reaction wheels to accumulate momentum as a
result of control of the spacecraft attitude. The electromagnets are
driven continuously by the BxH control law to provide spacecraft torques
which will remove momentum from the wheels.
In the digital simulations of the spacecraft dynamics, it was assumed
that the spacecraft was in the normal mode of operation with the wheels
providing primary attitude control and the electromagnets unloading wheel
momentum continuously. The specific areas of interest were the ability
of the magnetic-controller to keep stored wheel momentum down to a
low level (several ft-lb-sec) and the definition of the magnetic moment
authority required to achieve this characteristic. Performance results
were obtained for the two primary cruise modes - celestial scan and
celestial point.
4.3.2.1 Performance During Celestial Scan
The HEAO-A configuration will normally operate in the celestial scan
mode by rotating slowly about the z-body axis. The conditions selected
in the study of operation in this mode were derived from previous disturb-
ance analyses. These analyses developed the orbital conditions under
which worst case secular disturbances occur. The following were the
conditions used in the simulations and represented a worst case set:
Altitude 180 n. mi.
Inclination 22.5 deg
Right Ascension 180 deg
Sun Angle -120 deg
Spin Rate 0.03 rpm
Orbit Position 0 deg
Figures 4-36 through 4-39 show the simulated performance at these
conditions in the absence of magnetic control. The stored wheel momentum
cycles back and forth between the x- and y-body axes as the spacecraft
rotates about the z-axis. After 150 minutes, the wheel momentum has
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reached 12 ft-lb-sec due to the secular component of the gravity gradient
torques in the xy plane. Note that the roll and pitch momenta functions
appear as a growing sinusoid, whereas the corresponding error and rate
functions are not sinusoidal. This behavior is characteristic of a
control system where the wheels are torqued according to the square of the
error signal, as was the case for this study.
Figures 4-40 through 4-43 illustrate unloading performance with the
magnetic controller. In addition to the conditions defined previously,
the time of day for this run was chosen so that the Greenwich meridian
was 50 deg from the Vernal Equinox to provide the least favorable initial
orientation of the earth's magnetic field. The momentum stored in the
x and y axes is bounded to about 2 ft-lb-sec through magnetic controller
action. The magnetic moments required to perform this degree of unloading
are less than 200 amp-turn-m2 in each axis. The second time history from
the top in Figure 4-43 shows that there are occasions during the orbit
when the earth's field becomes closely aligned with the momentum error
and the magnets cannot unload the wheels. This occurs when the angle
between the field and momentum error approaches 180 deg. However, these
periods are seen to be short (5 minutes or less) and their overall effect
on unloading control performance is small.
The unloading run illustrated does not include the effects of electro-
magnet inductance or electromagnet/magnetometer coupling. The low fre-
quency nature of normal mode operation eliminates the first effect from
consideration, as the coil time constant is on the order of one second
or less. To assess the latter effect, a run which included a coupling
effect was made. The results were essentially the same as the run
without coupling. This would be expected due to the lower magnetic moments
used during unloading. The effect of scan rate was also studied by a run
with the scan rate increased to 0.1 rpm. System performance was not
significantly changed.
To summarize, the performance of the magnetic/wheel control combina-
tion during celestial scan operation was found to be satisfactory, and no
significant problem areas were discovered. Wheel momentum could be main-
tained below 2-3 ft-lb-sec through use of a maximum magnetic moment of
200 amp-turn-m2. The roll and pitch attitude errors were also monitored
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at less than half an arc minute, satisfying the performance requirements
for attitude control.
4.3.2.2 Performance During Celestial Po.inting
The HEAO-B observatory operates in a celestial pointing mode in which jp
the inertial attitude is held fixed. As with the celestial scan cases, j|
the conditions for these runs were selected to maximize the secular E-
disturbance torque due to gravity gradient and thereby provide a worst , £
5^
case condition for study. The study conditions were: H
. Altitude 180 n. mi. I
Inclination 22.75 deg
Right Ascension 0 deg
Z-axis argument 0 deg (from Vernal Equinox)
X-axis declination 45.0 deg
(above orbit plane)
Figures 4-44 through 4-47 show simulated celestial point performance
without magnetic control. The wheel momentum bui ldup due to secular
disturbances is clearly shown. The yaw wheel saturates (39 ft-lb-sec)
after only 105 minutes. Following this, the spacecraft quickly loses
yaw control and begins to tumble, due to the continued disturbances.
The effectiveness of the magnetic control is illustrated in
Figures 4-48 through 4-51. The electromagnets control the momentum bui ld-
up and keep the wheels safely away from the saturation point. The peak
stored momenta are 3.5, 5.0 and 7.0 fps for the x, y and z axes, respectively,
with a peak RSS value of 7.0 fps. The peak magnetic moment required is
380 amp-turn-m2, indicating that HEAO-B requires about twice the maximum
magnetic moment of HEAO-A for normal mode control.
The unloading efficiency improves as the earth's f i e ld moves toward
a favorable orientation (90 deg) with the excess momentum vector. This
property is illustrated in Figure 4-51 by the plot of momentum error and
the plot of angle between B-f ie ld and momentum error.
The unloading characteristics shown in Figures 4-48 to 4-51 include
the effects of a spacecraft residual f i e ld of 1% of earth 's f i e l d in all
axes and electromagnet/magnetometer coupling of 8.75 x 10"6 gauss/
amp-turn-m2 in each axis . Other simulat ion runs also indicate there
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is no appreciable difference in unloading performance without these effects
included.
For the unloading run described above, the unloading gain was set to
Kunld = °'02 (sec-gauss2)'1
This amounts to twice the gain used in the HEAO-A runs. It was found
that this upward adjustment in the gain lowers the magnitude of the stored
momentum. However, a run at a higher unloading gain (0.04 sec~1-gauss-2)
demonstrated the interactive property of the controller as the peak z-
momentum was reduced (5.5 ft-lb-sec) , but the momentum stored in the
y-axis increased (6.5 ft-lb-sec). This characteristic is due to tne
fact the torque produced by the magnets will not be precisely aligned
with the error momentum in the z-axis, thereby introducing undesi red
torques in the y axis. For this run, the y-axis was generally in the
direction of the earth's magnetic field vector, and therefore the magnetic
controller had difficulty unloading this momentum component. Hence the
increase in y-stored momentum.
The nature of the BxH magnetic control law requires the stored momentum
increase in the presence of larger disturbances, in order to produce in-
creased offsetting magnetic torques. Thus some momentum must always be
present in the wheels. To improve this situation, an alteration to the
magnetic law is possible, which would allow the stored momentum to be re-
duced. The electromagnets could be driven from the combination of stored
momentum and the attitude error signals used for wheel control in order
to anticipate the buildup of wheel momentum. The control law form would
be:
( iT+
^
 x§
"
 (4
'
37)
whetfe e" is the wheel command vector based upon attitude error and rate.
The lead provided by the error component in this control law has the
potential for allowing operation at a lower residual wheel momentum during
normal mode. This control lav/ form was not developed further in this
study, but is an area for future study.
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4.3.3 Conclusions
The performance analyses conducted through use of a digital computer
simulation have indicated that the HEAD sun acquisition and normal mode
control requirements can be satisfied with a combined magnetics and reac-
tion wheel control system. Some constraints do result. However, at
this time these are assessed as being satisfactory. The performance study
results are summarized below:
0 Sun acquisition mode requires a maximum magnetic moment
capability of 2000 amp-turn-m2 in each axis from the
electromagnets
• Sun acquisition from worst case booster separation rates re-
quires 2 to 3 orbits using combined magnetics/wheel control
t Reaction wheels can be maintained below 7-8 ft-lb-sec stored
momentum in each axis in the celestial point mode and below
3-4 ft-lb-sec in the celestial scan mode with magnetic un-
loading
• Normal mode performance is generally insensitive to residual
fields and magnetic coupling for expected magnitudes of
these effects
• Sun acquisition mode duration is significantly influenced
by residual field effects from body fixed magnetic sources
and by electromagnet/magnetometer magnetic coupling effects.
Current definitions of the potential magnitudes of these inter-
actions indicates these effects are acceptable for the pre-
liminary design. Design development studies should emphasize
these design aspects
• The BxH magnetic control law provides satisfactory momentum
management performance in both the acquisition and normal
modes
4.4 Subsystem Implementation
A baseline set of requirements and performance capabilities for the
magnetic torquing design have been established in this study. The imple-
mentation of the design has been synthesized, which satisfies the opera-
tional and reliability requirements of the HEAD observatory. Figure 4-52
shows the ACDS implementation in block diagram form, including redundancy
and functional interconnection. The basic topology of the subsystem is
unchanged from that of the current baselines. The magnetic control
equipnMt consists of magnetometers and electromagnets. The magnetometers
have some associated electronics for sensor signal conditioning/processing
and the electromagnets require driver electronics. The magnetometers
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are connected one-to-one to the transfer assemblies with no cross-strapping.
The electromagnet drivers are also connected one-to-one to the dual windings
of the electromagnets. The transfer assemblies are cross-strapped to the
electromagnet drivers. This low level of cross-strapping is readily im-
plemented and provides an overall predicted spacecraft reliability which
satisfies or exceeds the requirements.
The changes to the ACDS design from the current baselines are
summarized in Table 4-8. The HEAO-A/C design is the one most significantly
affected, due to the addition of the reaction wheel complement, as well
as the magnetics. Additionally, the DPA memory sizing for HEAO-A/C has
been expanded to the 8K active configuration (16K total) which was the
baseline for HEAO-B previously. This increase is predicated upon the
addition of the reaction wheel control and the magnetic control computa-
tions. The only deletion was that of the thruster control laws. This
additional computing load necessitates the increase. The memory margin
for A/C should be greater than that for B, however, since there are
lesser requirements for the attitude reference in A/C. The weight, power
and command and telemetry estimates for the magnetics design are
summarized in Tables 4-9, 4-10 and 4-11, respectively.
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5. REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (COLD GAS OPTION)
5.1 Introduction
The advantage of adding a cold gas system to the magnetics/wheels
attitude control approach, is to decrease the time required for sun ac-
quisition. With the larger control torques, initial sun acquisition can
be effected in a matter of minutes versus the 2 or 3 orbits required with
electromagnets. A secondary consideration is the capability of performing
fast spacecraft maneuvers with the cold gas system (maneuver time can also
be decreased by increasing the reaction wheel motor torque and the wheel
momentum capacity). The number of maneuvers is, of course, limited by the
available propellant.
The cold gas system was sized to perform 3 sun acquisitions assuming
worst case spacecraft inertias (HEAO-B) and initial body rates of 1 degree/
second about each axis. In addition, available propellant capacity was
parameterized as a function of available storage vessels, with the upper
bound on tank volume dictated by the volume currently allocated for the
storage of hydrazine.
5.2 Cold Gas System Design
The cold gas RCS for performing acquisition maneuvers is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 5-1. The schematic arrangement is typical for this type of
system except that redundant regulators and a regulator fail safe isolation
capability have been incorporated to improve reliability. All components
were selected from available qualified designs. The component equipment
list showing mass properties and component derivations is summarized in
Table 5-1. The system interface requirements for power, command and tele-
metry are summarized in Table 5-2. Detailed component descriptions are
given in the following paragraphs.
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Table 5-1. Cold Gas System Weight
Item
Thruster/Valve
Regulator
Pressure Transducer
Filter
Fill Valve
Tanks
Isolation Valve
Pressure Switch
Relief Valve
Lines/Brackets
Source
Sterer
Sterer/Fairchild
Strath am
Wintec
Pyroneti cs
PSI
HRM
Hydro Electric
Futurecraft
TRW
Dry Weight
GN2
Total
Unit
Weight
0.73
1.2
0.5.
0.5
0.1
3.8
0.6
0.3
0.3
3.0
System
Weight
4.4
2.4
0.5
0.5
0.1
7.6
1.2
0.3
0.3
3.0
20.3
5.0
25.3
Table 5-2. Interface Requirements
Power
Average on orbit power will be negligible.
During operation the pressure transducer requires 0.5 watt from a
28 vdc source.
Propel 1 ant valves require 12 watts/valve; however, valves are operated
in pulse mode for short duration, maximum of two valves operating at
one time.
Telemetry
Gas pressure readout - Analog
Isolation valve No. 1 Position indication Open/close
Isolation valve No. 2 Position indication Open/close
Pressure switch Position indication Open/close
Commands
Pressure transducer power On/off
Isolation valve No. 1 actuation Open/close
Isolation valve No. 2 actuation Open/close
Thruster bank power On/off
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5.2.1 Component Descriptions
Thruster/Control Valve. A combination thruster/control valve is shown
1n Figure 5-2. The valve uses two ball poppets Independently spring loaded
1n a closed position. The primary seat is made up of a tungsten-carbide
ball (poppet) mating with a Stellite 6B seat, and the secondary or redundant
seat is made up .of a tungsten-carbide ball mating with a Kynar plastic seat.
The secondary ball poppet is lifted off its seat by a rod pushed by the
solenoid plunger whenever the coll is energized. The primary ball poppet,
in turn, 1s raised off Its seat by the secondary poppet through an inter-
connecting (No. 2) stem.
The solenoid valve incorporates an Integral expansion nozzle down-
stream of the series seats. Test ports are provided to measure independent
seat leakage and nozzle chamber pressure. A 10-micron absolute filter
prevents particular contaminants from entering the solenoid valve.
Pressure Regulator. Figure 5-3 shows a gas pressure regulator
manufactured by the Sterer Engineering and Manufacturing Company
This unit has an integral relief valve incorporated into the low-pressure
side. The function of the regulator is to control the pressure to the
thruster control valves.
For the proposed system, which uses redundant regulators, the integral
relief valve on each regulator would be replaced with a single relief valve
in the common line.
As shown in the cutaway diagram the pressure regulator is a single-
stage unbalanced ball-poppet, spring-loaded, diaphragm-type with
an Integral relief valve incorporated into the low-pressure side. The
regulator is constructed with two seats in series. The primary seat
is made up of a tungsten-carbide ball (poppet) mating on the titanium
body, and the secondary or redundant seat is made up of a tungsten-carbide
ball mating with a seat composed of a Kynar plastic insert. Concentricity
of the balls with respect to the seats is maintained by close tolerance
Stellite 6B guides.
Pressure regulation is not affscted by the secondary seat during
normal operation. The stem which forms a part of the diaphragm assembly
acts directly on the secondary ball to push it off Its seat. An 1nter-
5-4
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Figure 5-2. Thruster Control Valve - Cutaway View
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Figure 5-3. Pressure Regulator - Cutaway View
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connecting pin between the secondary and primary balls is adjusted such
that the pressure regulation is controlled by the primary seat during
normal operation. However, in the event that the regulated pressure rises
due to excessive leakage past the primary seat, the diaphragm is raised
sufficiently by the higher pressure (2 to 4 psi) to permit the secondary
seat to become operative.
The pressure regulator also incorporates an omniseal to backup the
diaphragm, double seals on all body joints, a 10-micron absolute filter
at the high-pressure inlet, and ports for the installation of the low-
pressure transducer and for the measurement of secondary-seat leakage.
Pressure Switch. The pressure switch is incorporated into the
thruster feed line to sense an over pressure condition in the event of a
fail open or leaking regulator. The switch activates both isolation valves
to the closed position to prevent gas from venting overboard through the
relief valve. The isolation valves can subsequently be opened by ground
command to diagnose the problem and to reactivate the system.
A representative pressure switch, manufactured by Hydra Electric,
consists of a hermetically sealed, single-pole, double-throw microswitch
with an RFI suppression circuit and an adjustable spring loaded diaphragm
pressure sensing element installed in a cylindrical case. The RFI circuit
suppresses the radio frequency interference generated by contact bounce
and arcing to acceptable levels. The pressure switch is designed to
actuate to either an increasing or decreasing pressure change. A
schematic diagram of the pressure switch is shown in Figure 5-4.
-CAPACITOR
RESISTOR T PRESSURIZED
68 OHM
OEPRESSURIZEP
"B I j^~DIAPHRAGM
PRESSURE SENSING PORTJ
ADJUSTMENT
SPRING
Figure 5-4. Pressure Switch Schematic
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Filter. A filter typical of that used for cold gas systems Is shown
1n Figure 5-5. The filter is an in-line screen-type filter made entirely
of noncorrosive steel, manufactured by the Wintec Corporation. The element
is normally nonremovable, and the filter forms an integral and permanent
part of the system it protects. The screen area is sized to hold all
particulate contaminants which would be expected throughout the life of
the systems in testing, checkout, and flight.
fNLET FIHING
OUTLET
ELEMENT CASE FITTING -
Figure 5-5. Filter-Cutaway View
The filter is rated at 15 microns absolute and 1s designed to hold
at least 250 mg of particulate contamination at maximum flow. The clean
pressure drop at rated flow is less than 1 psi. The maximum contamination
will not increase the pressure drop by more than 2 psi.
The Filter element is constructed from single-layer type 340L twilled
dutch double weave wire cloth, which is annealed and cleaned in the flat
state. The wire cloth is resistance welded to end sheets and then
corrugated to save space. The element and structural components are then
heliarc welded. The effective screen area is 48 square inches minimum.
Filters can be designed larger or smaller than this; however, the same
basic fabrication and design techniques are used.
Pressure Transducer. The Statham Model PA 539-XX transducer (shown
in Figure 5-6) is a typical high resolution, strain gauge transducer. It
provides high accuracy through the entire pressure range with overpressure
protection of 20 times the range without performance degradation. The
vacuum deposited strain gauge sensors are mounted on a bending beam driven
from a toroidal diaphragm through a pushrod. The strain gauges provide the
input to a four-arm active wheatstone bridge in a Statham developed ampli-
bridge electronic circuit.
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Figure 5-6. Statham Pressure Transducer
An integrated electronics package of all-welded construction
provides a dc-to-dc converter for voltage and current regulation with
coarsely regulated input voltage. A differential low gain amplifier
increases the output signal to 5 volts. Output impedance is less than
100 ohms, and an internal single point calibration is included for func-
tional checkout and data reduction.
Fill Valve. A typical fill valve is shown in Figure 5-7. It is manu-
ally operated with an ordinary open-end wrench. The poppet incorporates
redundant seals and provides positive sealing against propellant or gas
leakage. Current testing indicates leakage rates less than 1 x 10 sec/
sec helium at 500 psi. When loading is completed, the fitting is capped
for additional protection against leakage and contamination.
Isolation Valve. The isolation valve, shown in Figure 5-8, is a
torque motor actuated design with latching forces in both the open and
closed position supplied by a permanent magnet circuit. The torque motor
is isolated from the fluid by a flexure tTTbe which is also the primary
valve spring.
The torque-motor contains two coils, wound ia opposite directions.
One coil is for opening the valve and the other for closing the valve.
With the valve in the closed position, the armature is held against
the closed pole surfaces by permanent magnet attractive forces. The
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Figure 5-7. Fill Valve
Figure 5-8. Latching Isolation Valve
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magnetic force 1s significantly greater than the force required to deflect
the flexure tube from a spring null position to the closed position.
To open the valve, a dc voltage 1s applied to the opening coll which
establishes a magnetic field in opposition to that of the permanent magnet.
This opposing field diminishes the attraction of the armature to the closed
pole and Increases its attraction to the open pole. When the total magnetic
force 1s reduced to a level lower than the spring force, the armature
moves off the closed poles and to the open poles where it is again retained
by the permanent magnet forces.
5.3 Propel!ant Capacity
The system as currently configured has an impulse capability of
300 Ib/sec. Increasing the system impulse can readily be achieved by
Increasing the gas storage capacity. Qualified tanks are available over a
wide range of sizes in relatively close capacity increments. Table 5-3
lists a sampling of these tanks showing the system impulse capability,
tankage size and weight, and propellent weight. Figure 5-9 plots the tank
weights as a function of system Impulse.
Table 5-3. Pressurant Tanks (Flight Qualified Designs)
Tank Diameter
(Inches)
7.6
9.6
11.5
12.7
13.0
15.0
18.7
20.5
Tank Weight
(pounds)
3.8
6.0
13.3
11.9
16.9
23.3
49.5
63.4
Gas Capacity
(lb/GN,)
2.3
4.0
7.7
9.5
11.5
17.5
33.0
43.8
Impulse
(Ib/sec)
150
260
500
620
750
1140
2150
2850
5-10
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Figure 5-9. Tank Weight Versus Impulse
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6. MECHANICAL DESIGN INTEGRATION
6.1 Introduction
The general design requirements used to configure the magnetics control
components into the current spacecraft configurations were:
0 The magnetometers shall be located atop the spacecraft structure
to provide maximum separation distance between the magnetometers
and the electromagnets.
t The electromagnets shall be located on the lower part of the space-
craft equipment module so that the magnetic field can be minimized
at the experiments, key electronics equipment, and the magnetometers.
t Four reaction wheels are to be oriented within the spacecraft, such
that the momentum axes are 90° to each other and placed symmetrically
about the Y-Z plane and also canted +20°.
• Provisions shall be made for a cold gas system in lieu of the mono-
propellant system currently configured. This system shall
incorporate two 7-1/2 inch diameter spherical tanks in conjunction
with thrusters which are similar in size to those used in the
current RCS.
• Electronics assemblies for the magnetomers and electromagnet drivers
shall be integrated into the spacecraft equipment module.
The proposed configuration for Magnetic Control is depicted on
Figure 6-1.
6.2 Component Location and Support Structure
6.2.1 Electromagnet
Three electromagnets are located on the spacecraft module. The design
approach was to place these electromagnets at locations such that the
magnetic fields generated are acceptable to the equipment in the spacecraft
equipment module. However, this could not be accomplished without having
to relocate some of the more magnetically sensitive components currently
configured in the equipment arrangement.
As depicted on Figure 6-1, one electromagnet is placed parallel to the
spacecraft X axis and slightly offset from the solar array support structuret
on the +Z corner of the equipment compartment. This electromagnet is
attached to the structure by two machined aluminum fittings with the lower
end located no lower than station 4.50 to preclude interference with the
aft omni antenna.
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The other two electromagnets are located on the bottom surface of the
equipment module platform and are attached to this surface in a similar
manner. These electromagnets are oriented parallel to the Y and Z axes of
the spacecraft and are located in optimum locations consistent with launch
vehicle clearance and spacecraft equipment sensitivity constraints. In
order to totally meet these constraints, the star trackers, rate gyros,
digital processor assembly, tape recorders, and transponder had to be
relocated to a more remote area away from the influence of the electro-
magnets' fields. This relocation, however, does not compromise the
functional and access provisions previously provided for these components.
6.2.2 Magnetometer
The magnetometers are remotely located on the forward end of the
spacecraft away from the influence of the electromagnets and the experiments.
As illustrated on Figure 6-1, two magnetometers are attached to the upper
solar array structure of HEAD A with an aluminum bracket. This array
support structure is required to accommodate the additional solar array
module required to meet new electrical power requirements imposed by
magnetic control. This proposed location isolates the magnetometers from
any deleterious magnetic influences by providing adequate separation
distance from the spacecraft.
On HEAO B, the magnetometers are mounted to the center support beam
of the trapezoidal array with an aluminum sheet metal bracket. Figure 6-1
depicts the maximum height at which these magnetometers can be located and
still not interfere with the experiment's field of view. When the
experiment's sun shade configuration is defined, it may be necessary to
lower the attachment of these magnetometers several inches to provide
adequate clearance for the shade. In this case, the new location is
expected to be acceptable because the magnetic field associated with
HEAO B experiment is comparatively weak.
In the event that the trapezoidal array is deleted in favor of a solar
array configuration with "flaps", then the magnetometers can simply be
mounted on top of the experiment module or on a tripod should additional
separation distance be necessary, as illustrated in Detail K, Figure 6-1.
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6.2.3 Electromagnet Driver and Magnetometer Electronics
As illustrated on Figure 6-1, section A-A, the electromagnet driver
electronics is integrated into the Data Handling Assembly as an additional
standard slice. The magnetometer electronics, however, is packaged as a
separate electronic assembly and is mounted to the central cylindrical of
the equipment module. Both of these electronic assemblies are compact in
size so that they can be accommodated within the equipment module without
presenting any installation or access problems.
6.2.4 Reaction Wheel
Four reaction wheels identical to those used on the current ACDS
installation are installed on the +Z side of the central cylinder of the
spacecraft equipment module. The wheels are clustered on an integral
bracket such that the momentum axes of these wheels are spaced 90° to each
other and symmetrically oriented about the Y-Z plane. The momentum axes
are then canted +20° from the Y-Z plane as depicted in section J-J of
Figure 6-1. This arrangement is also illustrated in sections C-C and G-G
and is consistent with the current HEAD modular approach philosophy.
6.2.5 Cold Gas Option
The optional cold gas system has been modularized into a configuration
consisting of a small honeycomb platform to support the two cold gas tanks
as well as other related equipment such as valves, filters and regulators
which are generally and preferably pre-assembled in a clean room prior to
its installation into the spacecraft. This module is attached to the
central cylinder on the -Z side of the spacecraft equipment module and is
stabilized by two struts. Feed lines from this module radiate out from
this module to the six thrusters located on the lower surface of the
equipment platform of the soacecraft equipment module. Fill and drain
provisions will be provided in a similar manner as with the current RCS
configuration.
The thruster orientation is similar to the current HEAD reaction
control system. Furthermore, these thrusters will be similarly mounted to
the spacecraft with machined fittings in a manner such that launch vehicle
clearance constraints are not violated.
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6.3 Mass Properties
6.3.1 HEAO-A Mass Properties Impact
A weight increase of 55 pounds is necessary to use the Wheels/Magnetics
Control system rather than the current Reaction Control system. An
additional 30 pounds must be used to add the optional Cold Gas system to
the Wheels/Magnetics Control system. It is assumed the upper solar array
is increased from two to three panels for this study. Considering the
current weight margin and contingency allocation, this increase would seem
to present no significant problem. An obvious advantage in using the
newly proposed control system is the relaxation of certain mass properties
requirements such as allowable weight and center of gravity variations in
*
spacecraft and experiment components. The requirement for limiting products
and moments of inertia of the observatory would no longer be necessary.
This would eliminate precise measurements of mass properties at the
component level. Final measurements of observatory weight and center of
gravity would suffice.
Table 6-1 is presented to compare the weights of the two system
approaches for HEAO-A.
6.3.2 HEAO-B Mass Properties Impact
A weight decrease of 147 pounds is possible for HEAO-B by using the
Wheels/Magnetics Control system rather than the current Wheels/Reaction
Control system. An additional 30 pounds must be eased to add the optional
Cold Gas system causing a net decrease of 117 pounds if the option is used.
The significant reduction in weight is the elimination of 240 pounds of
propel1 ant required for the Reaction Control system.
Table 6-2 is presented to compare the weights of the two system
approaches for HEAO-B.
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6.4 Separation Analysis
An analysis of the separation of the HEAO-A spacecraft from the Centaur
has been accomplished to determine separation velocity and tipoff rates.
Separation can be achieved with a relative velocity of. 2.1 ft/sec and
tipoff rates of 0.52 deg/sec (pitch/yaw) and 1.02 deg/sec (roll) using four
separation springs of the OGO design. The above rates are conditional on
a. Preferential location of the four separation springs with respect
to the spacecraft center of gravity
b. Maximum Centaur induced rates (3o) at separation of 0.5 deg/sec
(pitch/yaw) and 1.0 deg/sec (roll).
The most significant parameters contributing to total spacecraft rates are
spacecraft C.G. offset and Centaur induced rates.
Because of the large C.G. offset, Y = +5.2 in., for the HEAO-A spacecraft,
minimum tipoff rates are attainable most efficiently by preferential location
of the separation springs with respect to the spacecraft center of gravity.
This concept is practical since there are no constraints on location of
the spring brackets on the circumference of the central cylinder or spacecraft
adapter and locations can be specified late in the program schedule when mass
property data is well defined.
Utilizing the mass properties and geometry shown on Table 6-3 and the spring
locations and characteristics shown on Figures 6-2 and 6-3, the computed nominal
tipoff rate "bias" is essentially zero. The effects of various tolerances which
perturb the nominal rate are then individually evaluated and the predicted
tipoff rate calculated from
/ 2 \2 ) ^ ^U5 = WN * i "c "*" E(UI,-UM) ? , where
= predicted separation rate
= 0 Computed rate "bias" resulting from nominal spring characteristics
and inertial properties, and preferential spring locations.
= Centaur induced rate at separation
= rate dispersions resulting from tolerances.
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The effect of various spacecraft, Centaur, and soring tolerances on
spacecraft rates are summarized in Table 6-3.
Table 6-4 summarizes the predicted spacecraft rates which include
combined rate dispersion effects from tolerances and Centaur induced rates.
The requirement of preferential location of the HEAO-A separation springs
to obtain a nominal tipoff rate "bias" of zero radians/sec precludes commonality
with HEAO-B and C. If this technique is employed on HEAO-B and C a zero tipoff
rate "bias" can be attained and therefore the predicted rates for HEAO-A should
be applicable for the HEAO-B and C missions.
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.7. ELECTRICAL DESIGN INTEGRATION
7.1 Power Budgets for HEAO-A/C and -B
If a magnetic controller was used for sun acquisition, a long period
would be added between the launch phase and the orbital average conditions,
The corresponding power requirements are:
• HEAO-A/C HEAO-B
(watts) (watts)
Launch (before liftoff to observatory 191.9 186.4
separation)
Sun Acquisition (4 hours) 245.7 299.2
Orbital Average (less experiments) 247.8 274.5
Orbital Average (with experiments) 427.8 488.5
The requirements during the sun acquisition phase include the opera-
tion of the wheels for final stabilization. On HEAO-B (the worst case)
this power can amount to near 900 watts. This peak power is included in
the table above.
7.2 Command and Telemetry Requirements
The electromagnet electronics unit will interface with the ACDS
transfer assembly for its command telemetry interface requirements.
Presently the only commands required are for the selection between the
redundant electromagnet electronics assemblies. These commands are easily
supplied with the present system hardware. Telemetry signals from the
electromagnet electronics are all analog and can be accommodated in the
present spacecraft telemetry allocations.
One telemetry function is deleted by the addition of the magnetic
controller for a net increase of five telemetry functions for ACS hardware.
Approximately 11 telemetry measurements will be deleted and 12 command
functions will be deleted from the system for the RCS hardware.
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7.3 Power Distribution Requirements
The magnetic controller requires both primary power (28V) and secondary
voltages for command, telemetry and logic functions. It is assumed for
this study that the ACDS TA's will control all power switching to the
electromagnet electronics and the magnetometer electronics. It is intended
that the magnetometer be channelized with the TA's in terms of power distri-
bution and that the electromagnet electronics will be cross-strapped with
the TA's. This includes the command and telemetry functions as well as for
the electromagnet electronics.
A separate fused distribution line will be supplied to each electro-
magnet electronics assembly for supplying 28 volts power to the electro-
magnets. The generation and susceptibility requirements for the primary
power bus is described in Section 7.4, EMI Implications.
The baseline system provides secondary power to the TA's from the SIA
converters. The power for the electromagnet electronics and the magnetom-
eter electronics would also come from the SIA converter. Separate windings
would be required in order to prevent platform currents from existing
between the TA's and the electromagnet electronfcs. This power would be
routed to the TA's for power switching.
7.4 EMI Implications
The magnetic controller must be considered relative to electromagnetic
interference. The electromagnets and electromagnet electronics will be
contributors to the primary power electrical transient environment. Cur-
rent transients will be relatively mild because ;of the long time constant
inherent in the electromagnet design. Voltage transients will be of
moderate severity and must be contained in the subsystem by filtering and
shielding. The magnitude of these transients is limited by suppression of
the coil back-emf at discharge, which is inherent in the bridge switch
configuration chosen, to a voltage step from approximately +28 VOC to
approximately -28 VDC of back-emf. These voltage transients will contain
considerable high frequency energy due to the us-e of fast transistor
switches.
7-2
Large amounts of energy are drawn and delivered by the electromagnets
only if used during acquisition when the. electromagnet fields would be
reversed during control cycling. In cruise mode, the energy stored in the
electromagnet fields will be relatively constant on the average, except at
initiation and termination of operation. Rigorous filtering of the primary
power input, including radio frequency filter elements, will be required to
contain these transients.
Both inductive and capacitive coupling from the electromagnets to
adjacent interconnect cabling are potential EMC problems. Control of EMI
coupling from the electromagnets will require careful routing of inter-
connect cabling relative to the electromagnets. In addition, interconnect
circuits may require twisting and/or shielding.
Potentially the most severe EMC problem due to the electromagnets will
be the direct effects of the quasi-static magnetic fields propagated
throughout the spacecraft volume on devices employing magnetic fields or
materials. Potential magnetic susceptors among the HEAO component comple-
ment include:
• Photomultiplier tubes
a Image dissector tubes
a Ferrite core inductors
• Ferrite microwave isolators
• Magnetic tachometer sensors
0 Relays
• Solenoid valves
• Plated wire memories
• Tape recorders
• Reference gyros
This problem must be attacked by geometric isolation (placement and
orientation) of susceptible components to achieve tolerable magnetic
environments for each. Magnetic shielding of susceptible elements can
7-3
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also be implemented but should be limited to avoid degrading the stability
of the spacecraft magnetic field as viewed by the control magnetometer.
Magnetic shielding materials are by nature magnetically soft and may
maintain some residual fields.
The control magnetometer will be susceptible to degradation primarily
from spacecraft power currents and unpredictable changes in the spacecraft
magnetic field. The single point ground scheme for spacecraft power will
protect the magnetometer from uncontrolled power currents. Limiting the
use of magnetically soft materials contributes to stabilizing the space-
craft field. The control magnetometer is being placed to reduce spacecraft
EMI effects on the instrument.
In conclusion, the EMC impact of the magnetic controller will be real
but not insurmountable. Rigorous filtering and shielding of the electro-
magnet electronics will be required. Interconnect cabling protection,
including twisting and shielding, may be necessary on specific additional
circuits. Placement and orientation of some components will be constrained.
7-4
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8. ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM
Because of increased ACDS power, the Electrical Subsystem is required
to supply additional orbital power (HEAO-A, and -C). If magnetics were used
for acquisition, then additional launch-acquisition power (for approximately
four hours) would be necessary. These requirements are tabulated below:
Power Requirement (Watts)
Launch
192.4
186.4
192.4
Acquisition
Power
245.7
299.2
225.7
a
+42.7
+19.2
+58.4
Orbital A
+44.5
- 5.8
+44.5
HEAO-A
HEAO-B
HEAO-C
In order to satisfy the orbital requirements, additional solar array
is required for HEAO-A and-C and all three S/C will need the capability
to operate at large battery depths of discharge during launch, if magnetics
are used for acquisition.
Assuming that the baseline HEAO-A array is the two upper module con-
figuration shown in Figure 8-1, the requirements for additional power
could be met by the three module configuration of Figure 8-2. Characteris-
tics of the two configurations at 6 months life are tabulated below:
Configuration
2 Upper 3 Upper
Modules Modules
Load Capability 459 watts 505 watts
A Load — +46 watts
A Weight — +25 pounds
HEAO-C with a 40 watt lower load requirement could possibly be
powered by a two module confiDuration with related savings in weight
and cost. HEAO-B average orbital power requirements decrease slightly
and require no array increase.
If magnetics are used for acquisition then supplying the launch and
acquisition loads of 245.7 watts for HEAO-A and 229.2 watts for HEAO-B
would result in battery depth of discharge (DOD) of 50? and 60% respectively.
* Does' not include contingency
177<
Figure 8-1. HEAO-A with Two Upper Modules
J I
Figure 8-2. HEAO-A with Three Upper Modules
178<
This is based upon a worst case assumption of no sunlight for the four hour
period. Should the S/C spin so that the Z-axis points near the sun
periodically, then DOD will be reduced dependent upon time and sun angle.
With.the S/C spinning in either the Y-Z or X-Z planes and array shadowing
occuring in eclipse, DOD's could be reduced to 20% and 25% respectively.
In either case, DOD's approaching 50% or 60% are considered to be within
the battery capability for onetime operation, at beginning of life.
.^r ^
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9. EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION
Experiment Integration support to the magnetic torque control study
was concerned with the following tasks.
a) Calculation of magnetic field due to single solenoid of
given length, radius, number of turns, current, and core
permeability.
b) Calculation of the magnetic field due to a rectangular current
loop as an approximation to the field due to current flowing
in the solar array.
c) Calculation of the field at the magnetometer due to the solar
array current.
d) Assessment of the field at the magnetometer due to the
permanent magnets in experiments A-l and A-2 on HEAO-A.
Each of these will be discussed in turn.
a) We start with, the expression for the vector potential of a
single current loop of radius a, current I, and permeability
u in cylindrical coordinates (p, z) with the coil axis along
the z-axis and the turn in the x-y plane with center at the
origin. 0 is the angle in the x-y plane measured from the
x-axis. From the axial symmetry of the problem, the only
non-zero component of the vector potential A is A0.
- id i dS . wi r
" 10 / ~R " 5 Jo
a cos
[a2 + p2 + z2 -2aPcos
where I is in amperes, u is in gauss/oersted and all lengths
are measured in centimeters. If we now consider a solenoid
of n turns per unit length and of total length 2n, then
. ylan - - - cos
™ __^__^^_ [a2 + a2 + p2 -2apcos
z-i
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The field components are obtained from A
- » • - » • •
according to B = curl A
3A, ,
 a
In our case B = - -r-^  and B_ = - —- (pAjp aZ 2 p dp P
after carrying out the integration and partial differentiation,
we obtain for the field components:
r- _ cos 0 d0
o . -ulna / *
P " 5 J Ca2 + a2 + -2aPcos .
and
•*•**/:r a (a-pCOS 0) d0[a2 + a2 + p2 -2aPcos 0]1/2[a2 j+ p2 -2apcos 0] o =o = Z-i
where evaluation at the a limits may be carried out after evalua-
tion of the 0 integrals.
The 0 integrals can be evaluated in closed form in terms of known
tabulated functions. The results are given below:
. .
 } - .g , ..- .
10 KU) ' ^ X ( e ' k)>]::;:
B - (2 - k2)K(k) - 2Efkl a = z+l
where K(k) and £(k) are complete elliptic integrals of the
first and second kind respectively and Xo(e, k) is the
Heuman Lambda Function* and where
*A11 these functions are tabulated in "Handbook of Elliptic
Integrals for Engineers and Physicists'1 ?. F. Byrd and M. D
Friedman, Springer-Verlag 1954.
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k2 =
 y
 4ap
 — and B = tan"1
a +
p-a
Unfortunately, the above expressions, while correct, were not
practical to use for numerical calculations of interest in the
present study. This is because one is dealing with the
difference between two numbers which are very nearly equal.
Thus, the errors are relatively large.
A satisfactory program was written, however, to numerically
integrate the previous algebraic expressions for B and B .
P i
This led to consistent accurate results.
To take into account the iron core, an effective permeability
v1 was used where
ryr- where L is a "demagnetizing factor."
We approximate the long iron core by a prolate spheroid. (The
case of a cylindrical rod cannot be solved analytically.) In
this approximation
L
1/2/ ,.<- \
where e is the eccentricity •H)
and the length of the major axis is 2a and the minor axes
lengths are equal to 2c.
The solenoid parameters used in the calculat ions were as fol lows:
w'l = 406 ampere-gauss-oersted
a = 2.095 cm
2a = 148 cm
N * 6545 turns
n = 4-r.2 turns/cm
Tables 9-1 and 9-2 show the results of the calculations for a s ingle
coil . These tables represent the maximum f i e l d that the coil can
produce if magnetics were used for acquisition.
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Table 9.1 Electromagnet Near Field (Gauss)*
p(1n)
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
10
20
30
40
p(1n) 50
^ 60
70
80
90
100
10.1
21.8
38.0
17.0
6.60
3.18
1.79
1.11
.742
.522
5.91
8.13
9.28
6.92
4.11
2.41
1.50
.981
.677
.486
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
•
•
•
.30
.79
.93
.35
.45
.69
.16
816
588
435
1.92
2.05
2.06
1.86
1.52
1.17
.874
.653
.493
.377
1.18
1.22
1.21
1.13
.983
.811
.649
.513
.404
.320
.764
.777
.773
.735
.664
.575
.484
.399
.327
.268
.517
.523
.520
.501
.465
.417
.364
.312
.264
.222
.365
.367
.365
.355
.336
.309
.277
.244
.212
.183
.265
.266
.265
.260
.249
.233
.214
.193
.172
.151
.199
.199
.199
.196
.189
.180
.168
.154
.139
.125
Table 9.2. Electromagnet Intermediate Field (Gauss)
150
150
200
250
300
.0371
.0247
.0163
.0110
200
.0205
.0157
.0115
.00842
250
.0120
.0100
.00801
.00627
300
.00745
.00660
.00560
.00464
*The variables p and z represent the radial and axial distance
(respectively) from the electromagnet center.
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b) In order to calculate the magnetic field due to the solar
array, the field due to a rectangular current loop was
derived in the following manner.
We use rectangular coordinates and place the loop in the
x-y plane with center at the origin. The loop is of
length 2i in the x-direction and length 2m in the y-direction.
Then the z component of the vector potential vanishes and we
have
-m
where rj2 = x2 + (y-m)2 + z2
r2
2
 = x2 + (y-Hn)2 + z2
r3
2
 = (x-*)2 + y2 + z2
r^2 = (x+i)2 + y2 + z2
Current is in amperes, lengths in centimeters and y in gauss/
oersted.
-»• -»•
Since B = curl A
3A 3A 3A 3A
B = — *-, B = -- -. B = — - -- £
x 3z ' y 3z ' z 3y 3x
Carrying out the integrations and partial differentiations,
we get
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where = (y-m)2 + z2
= (x-£)2 + z2
2
 = m
a2
2
 = (y+m)2 + z
b22 = (x-Hi)2 + z
d2 » b22 + m
2
 =f2 =
 ai
2
 + £2 g  a2
c) The solar array current loop which was closest to the magne-
tometer was used to calculate the field at the magnetometer.
It was shown that the effect of superimposing the fields due
to the other loops in the solar array panel made a negligible
contribution compared to the nearest loop.
The parameters for this closest loop were:
x = 0, y = 1.725, z = 4.94, m = 2.5, SL = 27
I = 0.75 ampere and M = 1 gauss/oersted
where all dimensions are in inches.
The results are:
B =0
-3B * 4.76 x 10 gauss
BZ = 7.91 x 10"3 gauss
|B| = 9.23 x 10"3 gauss
This is less than 2% of the earth's field and therefore should
not interfere with the magnetometer.
d) For experiment A-l , we start with their proposed broom made up
of 150 Gecor magnet chips per module , each with a magnetic
2 3 2
moment M of 1.59 ampere -m
 Or 1.59 x 10 abampere - cm . We
9-6
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assume the worst case - namely that there is no attempt to
compensate the dipole moment by aligning the magnets in
adjacent modules in the opposite sense. We further assume
that the magnetometer to nearest module distance is large
enough (103 inches) to permit using the dipole approximation.
We also ignore the field direction and just take the
magnitude to be —j gauss where R is the distance in cm. We
measure all distances along the x-axis from the module center
lines in the y-z plane. Thus we have one module at the
closest distance, three at the next closest and two at the
furthest distance. The total magnetic moment of each module
5 2then is 2.385 x 10 abampere-cm . The three distances
involved are 261 cm, 373 cm, and 475 cm.
Therefore, in this conservative, worst case approximation
"1 3 2
B = 2.385 x 10* (261)3 + (373)3 * (475)3 gauss.
B - 0.03 gauss.
Although this is only about 10% of the earth's field, we feel
we have overestimated the calculated field by at least an
order of magnitude. We conclude, therefore, that the magnetic
brooms in Experiment A-l will not interfere with the intended
operation of the magnetometers.
At the time of this report, we have not yet been able to get
the necessary information from Experiment A-2 in order to
assess the magnitude of the magnetic field at the magneto-
meters due to their magnets. The distance, however, from
the center of thei> low energy modules to the magnetometers
is 104 inches. Furthermore, their field component in that
direction is near the minimum. Therefore, we anticipate that
the A-2 magnetic brooms will not present a problem for the
magnetometers in their proposed location.
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10. COMMUNICATIONS AND TAPE RECORDER
10.1 Design Implications of Magnetic Fields.
10.1.1 Transponder
The transponder is sensitive to magnetic fields as a result of a
ferrite isolator used in the output of the transmitters. This isolator
is necessary to protect the transmitter from open circuits or short
circuits that may cause large amounts of reflected power impinging upon
the transmitters. When an external magnetic field is applied to the
transponder the isolator losses increase above the nominal value. At a
magnetic field level of 25 gauss the increased loss reaches 0.2 to 0.3db
which is considered the maximum tolerable for undegraded subsystem
performance. Results of the magnetic tests performed on the transponder
are summarized in paragraph 10.4.
A design modification to delete the isolator would violate the MSFC
specification and would not be recommended due to the suseptibility of
the transmitter to reflected power.
Shielding the isolator does not appear practical due to the
limitations of space within the transponder. There are two possible
solutions that are acceptable to the communication hardware. These are
shielding the entire transponder to reduce the field of 25 gauss
or locating the unit where the ambient level is below the sensitive
level of 25 gauss.
10.1.2 Tape Recorder
The tape recorder is a major concern with regards to the ambient
magnetic fields. Since the unit is a magnetic tape recorder, any field
levels near the record level will degrade the performance of ffie unit.
Tests were performed on a A-E tape recorder to establish the levels of
sensitivity. The results of these tests and detailed analysis of the
mechanics of the interference are included in a report provided in
paragraph 10.3. The tests indicated that the tape itself is sensitive
O to an external field onca the field is above 5 to 10 gauss and is
10-1
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completely degraded at 30 gauss. Also the tape appears to take on a
"bias" once 1t has been exposed to an external field making; it more
sensitive to the next exposure. This increases the sensitivity by
approximately 5 gauss. In the record and playback mode the-; read and
record heads are affected by the external field. The read ;tnt errors
go from zero (0) with no external field applied to all errors and
levels above 25 gauss. Again the threshold of sensitivity appear to
be near 5 gauss. From this 1t can be seen that the recorder is some-
what more sensitive to (by approximately 5 gauss) external Magnetic
fields when in the record and playback mode then when it is in the
standby or off mode. Additionally, tests were made on the umit's inherent
magnetic field before and after exposure and as can be seen fr0m the
test report the unit takes on an Increased self magnetism a-s a result
of the externally applied field. This Increased magnetization however
did not appear to degrade the units performance once the external field
was removed.
Shielding the entire tape recorder or keeping it in fields below
5 gauss appears to be the only practical way of protecting *he unit.
Shielding of Individual sensitive components (tape, recording playback
heads) is not practical within the present configuration.
10.2 Magnetic Field Limitations
The maximum magnetic field in which both the transponder and the tape
recorder can be operated without degradation has been determined by testing
each unit in a magnetic field. As stated in the preceeding paragraphs
the transponder can operate in a field up to 25 gauss with acceptable
performance degradation. The tape recorder must be operated jn a field
of 5 gauss or less to eliminate data errors. It is expected that the
units can tolerate fields up to 100 gauss without permanent .Jamage.
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10.3 Tape Recorder Test Results and Analysis
10.3.1 Susceptible Elements in a Magnetic Recorder
The A-E tape recorder is shown in Figure 10-1 and the susceptible
magnetic components illustrated in Figure 10-2. The effect of a field on
the motor, tachometer and relays (if any) are discussed later.
The magnetic heads are fabricated from high permeable (p =* 101*)
materials and will therefore attract flux lines through them. The magnetic
tape has a .2 mil thick coating consisting of roughly 30% minute permanent
magnet particles. The effective permeability is very low, (1-3) and the
tape packs on the reels will have negligible effect on the external field.
Figures 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5 show how three different field orientations
are deflected by passage through the recorder. From these we can. deduct the
following information:
10.3.1.1 Concentration of Fields by Magnetic Heads
The perpendicular field causes no contribution to the useful
longitudinal field in the gap, i.e., it should not effect erasure,
recording or playback. The side-to-side field does concentrate the
field in the head gap where it could off-set an otherwise symmetrical
recording field and cause partial erasure at the playback gap. It would
further dc magnetize the tape at the erase gap.
The front-to-back field gives the largest field concentration in
the gaps and the effects mentioned in the preceding paragraph are accentuated,
The fields in the gaps are moreover longitudinal and will hence interfere
directly with the intended field in. the magnetic erase, record and playback
design.
An order-of-magnitude estimate is in order. Assume the external
h^s a strength of H Oersted and rough.!:
structure with a sphere, the internal flux is
field e t    ersted ly approximating the core
O 8 = " H°
where p is the permeability of the core. The bulk permeability, after
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Figure 10-2. Magnetic Components in A-E Tcr,? Recorder
(Except Motor, Tachometer an-; Relays)
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Figure 10-4. Deflection of a Side-to-Side Magnetic Field
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Figure 10-5. Deflection of a Front-to-Back Magnetic Field
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head fabrication 1s in the order of 103. The presence of gaps In the
core reduces this to an effective value of 30 (for a typical record head).
The Internal flux 1s further reduced by demagnetization of the assumed
sphere, which is a factor of 1/3.
An external field of magnitude HQ will therefore produce a core flux
of roughly 10 x HQ, a fact we shall use later.
10.3.1.2 Deflection of Field by Magnetic Tape Pack
The effective permeability of the tape pack is so close to one (1)
that field deflections can be disregarded. The field direction will
however have influence on the magnitude of erasure.
The perpendicular field will be reduced inside the tape pack due to
demagnetization:
H - H0.- N x J
where H 1s the Inside field, N the demagnetization factor and J the
magnetic Intensity formed on the outside layer of the pack. The magni-
tude of N is approximately (1) for a field perpendicular to a plate, and
we can therefore predict reduced erasure of inside recorded tracks as
compared to edge tracks, I.e., the tape pack serves as a shield for its
own tracks (although with low effeciehcy).
The side-to-side or front-to-back fields do penetrate the tape packs
since the demagnetization factor 1s less than 10"1 for a disc in these
field orientations.
10.3.1.3 Deflection of Field by Magnetic Tape
The free tape in the tape path through the recorder has negligible
effect on the magnetic field lines.
The perpendicular field will cause a dc magnetization bias of the
magnetic coating, which will affect any recording. This effect will be
f~\ less than found for the side-to-side or front-to-back fields, where the
tape loops back and forth and therefore 1s subjected to fields of alternating
orientation.
1S5<
10.3.2 Erasure of Magnetic Tape
Accidental erasure of magnetic recordings have been reported in the
past, and MMM Co. experimented to find the amount of erasure for a given
AC-field strength. Their data are plotted in Figure 10-6.
A qualitative analysis of erasure in a dc field is illustrated in
Figures 10-7 and 10-8. (Erasure is really a misleading term, distortion of
recorded data is more appropriate.)
The tape has, in Figure 10-7, been NRZ-saturation recorded, with
polarities -Bg and +Bg. Exposure to an external positive field has no .
effect on the +Bg polarities, while increasing field strength cause the
-B polarity to shift toward and Into positive values -B', -B'", and
-B1" by following the minor and major hysteresis loops. The corresponding
remanence values (after removal of the external field) are -BJ., -B£,
and -BJ.", by following minor loops. The net result is shown in Figure 9,
that shows signal degradation and erasure for increasing fields. Erasure
1s not complete except for very large fields (H > 100 gauss), but the drastic
Increase in erasure above 200 gauss is evident, corresponding to Figure 10-6.
A recording at a level of 6db below saturation suffers a similar
degradation, (refer to Figures 10-8 and 10-10). Both positive +Br and negative
-B_ magnetizations are affected and complete erasure occurs above 500 gauss.
If the recording is subject to an alternating field, as is the case
where the tape loops through the recorder (see Figures 10-4 and 10-5, bottom),
the degradation is even worse. The result is shown in Figure 10-14, constructed
from the hysteresis loops in Figures 10-11, 10-12 and 10-13.
Here the transition between minimal and maximum erasure is even
more pronounced, occurring around 270 gauss, which is a typical value for
the coercivity HC of a magnetic tape. •
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Figure 10-7. Distortion of Recorded Data in a DC Magnetic Field
of Strengths TOO, 200, 300 and 500 Oersted. Original
Recording Saturation
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Figure 10-8. Distortion of Recorded Data in a DC Magnetic Field
of Strengths 100, 200, 300 and 500 Oersted. Original
Recording 6 DB-Below-Saturation
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Figure 10-9 Distortion and Erasure of Saturation
Recording by an External Field H
Figure 10-10. Distortion and Erasure of 6 DB-Below-
Saturation Recording by an External
Field H
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H = +250 O
H = -(-250 O
Figure 10-11. Distortion and Erasure of a 6 DB-Below-
Saturation Recording by an Alternating
Field of Strength +250 0
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H
H =+270 O
Figure 10-12. Distortion and Erasure of a 6 DB-Below-
Saturation Recording by an Alternating
Field of Strength + 270 0
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Figure 10-13. Distortion and Erasure of a 6 DB-Below-
Saturation Recording by an Alternating
Field of Strength ± 300 Og
1
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Figure 10-14. Distortion and Erasure of a 6 DB-Below-
Saturation Recording by an Alternating Field
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We can hence conclude, that a 6db - below - saturation recording
will be affected at field strengths of 50 - 100 gauss, and will be
severely erased above 300 gauss. This field strengths can be focussed by
magnetic heads located in external fields of 10 times less magnitude. We
can therefore expect signal degradation of prerecorded data at 5 - 10
gauss, and severe erasure at 30 gauss and above.
10.3.3 Recording of Magnetic Tapes in the Presence of an External
Magnetic Field
Most digital recorders operate with saturation recordings, while
newer, high packing density units utilize AC-b1as during recording. (The
subject A-E tape recorder uses AC-bias).
The transfer curves for the two techniques are shown 1n Figure 10-15.
It 1s evident that the AC bias technique 1s extremely sensitive to even
a small biasing (superimposed) dc field, while saturation recording is
relatively Insensitive to fields less than 100 gauss.
A 6db-below saturation recording is made with a data field of
+50 gauss. The recording will be totally asymmetrical for a DC-bias
field of 50 gauss.
A 5 Oe external field will therefore be sufficient to affect the
recording, since this field is focussed to 10 times in the record head.
10.3.4 Recording of DC-Magnetized Tapes
The external fields can saturate the magnetic tape- in the -Bs or
+B directiqn when it passes over the erase head (which actually records
the external field onto the tape).
This magnetized tape will present a DC flux at the record head and
will cause a DC offset (or bias) of the transfer curve with resulting
distortion. It 1s difficult to assess the field value that will cause
10-19
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Figure 10-15. Saturation Recording Transfer Curve
and AC-Bias Transfer Curve
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trouble, since the tape remanence will be too low to affect the recording
field, but strong enough to "re-record" itself with resulting distortion.
This distortion will, during playback, cause zero-crossing (and phase)
shift which can cause bit errors.
10.3.5 Experiments
Verification of the predictions from paragraphs 10.3.2, 10.3.3 and
10.3.4 were carried out by an experiment with instrumentation as shown
1n Figure 10-15.
The recorder was identical to the unit shown in Figures 10-1 and 10-2.
The packing density was 6 Kbpl, which is identical to the HEAO requirement.
•Recording speed was 4 IPS and playback speed 32 IPS.
10.3.5.1 Playback of Pre-Recorded Tape
The recorder contained a pre-recorded ATP tape which allowed us to
make the first test a determination of signal deterioration of a pre-
recorded signal.
The field in the center of the coll was measured with a Hall
element probe, prior to insertion of the recorder. All following field
readings were made with the probe located as shown in Figure 10-16.
As the field strength was increased a degradation of the playback
signal was observed at 5 - 7 gauss. At 28 Oersteds, errors showed up
and at 35 Oersteds the errors were in abundance and the played back data
a total loss.
The unit was oriented for the worst case field orientation, front-
to-back. The playback signal was monitored on an oscilloscope, prior to
limiting. Signal degradation was observed as an erasure, starting at 5 - 7
gauss and increasing linearly with added field strength. At 28 - 30
Oersteds erasure of short wavelengths became very noticeable, at which
point the phase distortion became severe with resulting high bit error
rates.
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10.3.5.2 Record Data in External Field. Playback without Field
In this test a combination of magnetized tape and DC-biasing of
the record field was tested. Signal degradation was noticed at 10 - 14
gauss and at 30 gauss the playback signal was a total loss.
10.3.5.3 Record and Playback in an External Field
All degrading effects of the external field are acting in this
test: DC-magnetized tape, a DC-biased record field and partial erasure
of the recorded tape.
Again, we observed signal erasure at about 5 gauss, and at 25
gauss the playback was a total loss.
10.3.5.4 Effect of Field Orientation
The recorder was sensitive to all field directions except one:
perpendicular (as predicted, Figure 10-3). This preferred orientation all
allowed recording and playback in the maximum possible field, 160 gauss.
The playback level was only reduced 1 db, and there were no errors.
However, this orientation was very critical. By turning the
recorder only a few degrees signal deterioration started rapidly. Since
the direction of the anticipated field in the HEAO spacecraft will shift
in magnitude and orientation as well, advantage can not be taken of this
particular recorder orientation.
10.3.5.5 Effect of Magnetic Field on other Elements in the Recorder
During orientation experiments an interesting effect was discovered:
Worst case field was front-to-back, with the field entering the recorder
front, as shown in Figure 10-5.
This was caused by field disturbance 1n the magnetic tachometer
unit utilized in the Odetics recorder. The affect was severe enough to
cause loss of motor speed synchronization, which was noticeable at
30 gauss with complete loss of phase lock at 34 gauss.
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10.3.5.6 Remanent Magnetization of Recorder Unit
The magnetization of the recorder was measured before and after
test, shown in Figures 10-17 and 10-18. The curves show the magnetic field
from the recorder during a 360° rotation, with a field probe located
.5, .7 and 1.0 meters from the center of the unit.
At a distance of .5 meters the maximum field was .002 gauss
prior to test, and .011 gauss after. This is .fter. This is
largely attributed to DC magnetization of the tape packs.
10.3.6 Conclusions
An unshielded tape recorder is susceptible to external magnetic
fields. Predicted and measured degradation of the record and playback
signal correlate, and ranks as follows:
5 Gauss field strength: Amplitude of recorded data is reduced
without any bit errors occurring
25 Gauss field strength during record and playback: Loss of
digital playback
30 Gauss field strength during record only: Loss of digital
playback
35 Gauss field strength, clean, pre-recorded tape: Loss of
digital playback.
10.4 Transponder Test Results and Analysis
During the HEAD proposal phase, TRW and Motorola conducted magnetic
field susceptibility tests on the ERTS transponder. TRW supplied a
specially built coil and power supplies capable of producing a center
field flux density in excess of 500 gauss. The coild would have fit
over the ERTS transponder, but since only flight units were available
it was decided to use the Block II PC-1 unit for the tests since they were
essentially equivalent to the ERTS unit in design concept.
10.4.1 Conduct of Test
Block II PC-1 was set up on the STE and baseline data taken as
follows:
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PM, FM Power Output
Power Input
FM Frequency
AGC Display Voltage (-50, -100 dBm)
SPE Test Voltage
Subcarrier Output Voltage
Demodulated 1.024MHz Subcarrier
Threshold Signal Level
Aux. Osc. Frequency
Phase Noise
All readings appeared to be normal on both sides of the transponder.
The transponder was oriented to produce a field as shown in Figure 10-19,
BLOCK II PC-1
B
A
SIDE
SIDE t
•»-WCOI
Figure 10-19. Transponder Test Setup A
Baseline data was continually monitored where possible and re-
recorded at levels of 30, 105 and 155 gauss. These values were computed
values at the center of the "A" module stack. The only delta of any
significance proved to be an increase in PM power output of 0.1 dB at the
155 gauss level. The increase was 0.05 dB at the 105 gauss level.
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The transponder was then rotated 90° as shown in Figure 10-20.
-COIL
BLOCK II PC-1
^ fl CTHF
I
B SIDE
fc-
Figure 10-20. Transponder Test Setup B
The field was increased to produce a flux density of 150 gauss at
the center of the receiver stack. The only significant delta was a 0.5 dB
increase in PM power output. A reversal of the field produced a .15 dB
decrease in power output. This orientation produced a computed 25 gauss field
at the transmitter isolator. Rotating the transponder 180 degrees from
that shown in Figure 10-20.gave similar results^
The transponder was re-oriented per Figure 10-19 but with the handling
fixture removed. This permitted closer proximity to the field coil and
produced a field of 230 qauss at the center of the "A" transponder stack.
Deltas of + .1 dB maximum occurred in PM power output at 110 gauss. Reversing
the field produced a -.3 dB delta at 230 gauss.
A test was made at this point during which, while tracking a signal
at -135 dBm (1 dB above threshold), the magnetic field was switched on
and off at 230 gauss. The receiver did not lose lock.
The transponder was rotated 90° to drive in from the top as shown
in Figure 10-21.
BLOCK II PC-1
COIL
Figure 10-21. Transponder Test Setup C
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The computed max field at the edge of the box was 320 gauss and at
the center of the receiver, 280 gauss. At max field, the transponder was
moved back and forth longitudinally to find the point most sensitive for
power output delta. This appeared to be the load Isolator and a delta
of -.2 dB was recorded.
Elevating the transponder so as to center on the "A" stack produced
as much as -.3 dB power delta at max field and -0.15 dB at 140 gauss.
The test setup was then aligned to center the FM Isolator on the
field. A power delta on the FM output of -0.2 dB was recorded at 280
gauss (at the Isolator).
10.4.2 Conclusion
The most critical circuit appeared to be the load isolators with
the Interfering field at 90° to the plane of the isolators. It was
concluded that the USBE will withstand interfering fields up to 25 gauss
1n any orientation and up to 100 gauss or more in selected orientations
without significant degradation.
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1 1 . THERMAL
The incorporation of electromagnetic torquers alone in place of a
hydrazine reaction control system, will result in longer acquisition and re-
acquisition times for HEAO. Thermal analyses have been performed for
HEAO-A to establish the length of time temperature-sensitive equipment can
tolerate off +Z axis sun pointing and random tumbling at reduced power
levels associated with acquisition. The thermal control time limits are
used to determine maximum allowable acquisition and reacquisition durations
In addition, the thermal analyses results suggest certain measures that
can be taken by the observatory to extend allowable acquisition times if
required (i.e., increase or decrease internal heat dissipation).
The thermal analysis study has been limited to major observatory units
that are felt to be most sensitive to off +Z axis pointing and tumbling.
The units selected for analysis are the experiments, batteries, maximum
power tracker (MPT) and power control unit (PCU). The following observa-
tory orientation limit conditions were considered for analyses purposes to
bound the thermal problem.
I. EXPERIMENTS
A. CONTINUOUS* NORMAL SUN ON THE +Y SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
(FULL SHADE ON THE -Y SURFACE EXPERIMENTS)
B. CONTINUOUS* NORMAL SUN ON THE -Y SURFACE EXPERIMENTS
(FULL SHADE ON THE +Y SURFACE EXPERIMENTS)
C. CONTINUOUS SHADE ON +Y SURFACE EXPERIMENTS (SURFACES
ARE NOT EXPOSED TO SUN AT ANY TIME)
D. CONTINUOUS RANDOM TUMBLING RESULTING IN AVERAGE
FULL SUN* ON +Y SURFACE EXPERIMENTS (EITHER +Y OR -Y
SURFACE EXPERIMENTS VIEW THE SUN ALL THE TIME)
Continuous normal or average sun means the surface views the
sun all the time except for normal eclipse periods.
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II. BATTERIES. MPT. AND PCU
A. CONTINUOUS* NORMAL SUN ON THE UNIT THERMAL RADIATOR
AREA
B. CONTINUOUS SHADE ON THE UNIT THERKAL RADIATOR AREA
(SURFACE NOT EXPOSED TO SUN ANY TIME)
C. CONTINUOUS RANDOM TUf-SLING RESULTING IN AVERAGE (1/ir)
FULL SUM* ON THE UNIT THERMAL RADIATOR AREA
Continuous normal or average sun means the surface views the
sun all the time except for normal eclipse periods.
A preliminary review of the thermal requirements and capabilities of
equipment unique to the magnetic torque control (MTC) system is also
presented. The items reviewed were the electromagnets, magnetometer
sensor, magnetometer electronics, and possible additional cold gas
th r us ter/ valve package.
11.1 Experiments
Four observatory orientation limit conditions were considered
for analysis purposes to bound the experiment thermal problem. They are
discussed individually in the following paragraphs. The first three
of these are cases where constant solar orientation conditions are as-
sumed. The possibility of having a constant solar orientation during
acquisition or reacquisition is very remote if not impossible. The
orientations were analyzed primarily to establish extreme minimum limit
times for acquisition in order to bound the problem thermally. For the
continuous sun illumination cases (A and B), the experiments exceed maxi-
mum operating temperature limits in 2.2 hours if left operating. If
turned off, the time limit is extended to 5.5 hours. For the continuous
shade case (C), 24 hours in this condition can be tolerated before tempera
ture limits are exceeded.
The continuous random tumbling mode assumed in Case D is the most
probable solar orientation time history. Under these conditions, the
limiting time is 12 hours if experiments are off and the A-2 LED door is
closed.
11.1.1 Continuous Normal Sun on the +Y Surface Experiments (Full Shade
^^ on the -Y Surface Experiments) _Q
Figure 11-1 presents experiment temperatures versus time, assuming
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continuous normal sun on the +Y surface, +Z sun hot case initial tempera-
tures and continued experiment operation.
The A-2 LED will exceed its maximum operating temperature limit
(104°F) in 2.2 hours if the LED door is left open. Turning off the
A-2 experiment will extend the allowable time to 2.5 hours (maximum
non-operating temperature limit = 122°F). If an automatic
or ground command is sent to close the A-2 LED door, the A-2 experiment
will not exceed the maximum operating temperature in 24 hours.
The A-l experiment will exceed its maximum operating temperature limit
(86°F) in 2.5 hours. Turning off the A-l experiment will extend the
allowable time to 5.5 hours (maximum non-operating temperature limit =
104°F).
As long as an automatic or ground command is sent to close the A-2 LED
door and turn off all experiments at loss of acquisition (or at launch for
initial acquisition), the experiments can survive for as long as 5.5 hours
even with sun continuously on the +Y experiment surfaces which, as stated
previously, is a very remote possibility.
11.1.2 Continuous Normal Sun on the -Y Surface Experiments (Full Shade
on the +Y Surface Experiments
Fiugre 11-2 presents experiment temperatures versus time, assuming
continuous normal sun on the -Y surface, +Z sun hot case initial tempera-
tures and continuous experiment operation.
The A-l experiment will exceed its maximum operating temperature limit
(86°F) in 2.2 hours. Turning off the A-l experiment will extend the allow-
able time to 5.5 hours (maximum non-operating temperature limit =
104°F).
As long as ar. automatic or ground command is sent to turn off all
experiments at loss of acquisition (or at launch for initial acquisition),
the experiments can survive for as long as 5.5 hours even with the sun
continuously on the -Y experiment surfaces.'
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11.1.3 Continuous Shade on +Y Surface Experiments (+Y Surfaces are not
Exposed to Sun at Any Time)
Figure 11-3 presents experiment temperatures versus time assuming
continuous shade on the +Y surface experiments, nominal +Z sun cold case
Initial temperatures and experiments turned off.
None of the experiments exceed minimum survival temperature limits
(-40°F) in less than 24 hours. If an automatic or ground command is sent
to close the A2 LED door, the allowable time can be extended to nearly 48
hours.
11.1.4 Continuous Random Tumbling Resulting in Average (l/ir) Full Sun on
+Y Surface Experiments (Either +Y or -Y Surface Experiments View
the Sun all the Time) 'J .
The continuous random tumbling mode is the most probable orientation
that the experiment will experience. Figure 11-4 presents experiment tem-
peratures versus time assuming nominal +Z sun hot case initial temperatures
and continued experiment operation. The A2 experiment will exceed its
maximum operating temperature limit in 6.0 hours. Turning off the A2
experiment will extend the allowable time to 7.5 hours (maximum non-
operating temperature limit = 122°l:). If an automatic or ground
command is sent to close the A2 LED door, the A2 will not exceed the
maximum operating temperature in 24 hours.
The Al experiment will exceed its maximum operating temperature in
5.5 hours. Turning off the Al experiment will extend the allowable time
to 12 hours (maximum non-operating temperature limit - 104°F).
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11.2 Battery
Three limiting observatory orientation conditions were considered for
analyses purposes to bound the battery thermal problem. They are discussed
individually in the following paragraphs. As in the case of the experi-
ments, two of these conditions assume the extremely remote case of constant
solar orientations in order to establish very worst case minimum limit
times for acquisition. Continuous sun results in a limit time of approxi-
mately three hours; continuous shade results in a limit time of 12 hours.
The third case considers a random tumbling mode, which also results
in a time limit of 12 hours.
11.2.1 Continuous Normal Sun on the Battery Thermal Radiator Area
Figure 11-5A presents three battery operation temperatures versus
time assuming nominal +Z hot case initial temperatures. The two limit
conditions of battery heat dissipation that were considered to bound the
range of possible acquisition power loads were the following:
a) Maximum battery heat dissipation equivalent to 2/3 the nominal
eclipse dissipation (2/3 x 35 watts/battery = 23 watts/battery).
This condition assumes the experiments are turned off to con-
serve power and the solar array does not generate power (i.e.,
does not see the sun).
b) Minimum battery heat dissipation equivalent to 1/3 the nominal
eclipse dissipation (1/3 x 35 watts/battery = 11.7 watts/
battery). This condition assumes the experiments and some
non-essential spacecraft equipment are turned off to conserve
power and the solar array does not generate power (i.e, does
not see the sun).
The maximum battery heat dissipation condition exceeds the maximum
allowable short term temperature limit (80°F) in approximately three hours.
The minimum battery heat dissipation condition does not exceed maximum
allowable short term temperatures. It can be seen in Figure 11-5A that
the battery temperatures can be maintained below maximum limits indefinitely
if the battery load is maintained below 1/2 nominal eclipse conditions.
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11.2.2 Continuous Shade on the Battery Thermal Radiator Area
Figure 11-5A presents three-battery operation temperature versus
time assuming nominal +Z cold case initial temperatures for the two limit
battery heat dissipation conditions described in 11.2.1. Neither the
maximum or minimum battery heat dissipation condition exceed minimum
allowable short term temperature limits (30°F) within 12 hours. The
battery thermal control heaters (15 watts/battery) are utilized for this
condition to help maintain acceptable minimum temperatures.
11.2.3 Continuous Random Tumbling Resulting in Average (1/ir) Full Sun
on the Battery Thermal Radiator Area
The continuous random tumbling mode is the most probable orientation
that the battery will experience. Figure 11-58 presents three battery
operation temperatures versus time assuming nominal +Z hot case initial
temperatures for the two limit battery heat dissipation conditions described
in 11.2.1. Neither the maximum or minimum battery heat dissipation
conditions exceed maximum allowable short term temperature limits (80°F)
within 12 hours.
11.3 MPT and PCU
Three limiting observatory orientation conditions were considered for
analysis purposes to bound the MPT and PCU thermal problem. They are
discussed individually in the following paragraphs.
11.3.1 Continuous Normal Sun on the MPT and PCU Thermal Radiator Area
The continuous normal sun orientation is possible for the MPT and PCU
because magnetic requirements dictate that the units must be located on a
+2 -Y equipment panel (22 1/2° off perpendicular to +Z axis). The MPT
and PCU are not sensitive to the magnetic field generated by the torquers
and are therefore located on a +Z -Y panel near the torquers to make
room for sensitive equipment (tape recorders), on -Z +Y panels away
11-11
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11.2.2 Continuous Shade on the Battery Thermal Radiator Area
Figure 11-5A presents three-battery operation temperature versus
time assuming nominal +Z cold case initial temperatures for the two limit
battery heat dissipation conditions described in 11.2.1. Neither the
maximum or minimum battery heat dissipation condition exceed minimum
allowable short term temperature limits (30°F) within 12 hours. The
battery thermal control heaters (15 watts/battery) are utilized for this
condition to help maintain acceptable minimum temperatures.
11.2.3 Continuous Random Tumbling Resulting in Average (1/n) Full Sun
on the Battery Thermal Radiator Area
The continuous random tumbling mode is the most probable orientation
that the battery will experience. Figure 11-58 presents three battery
operation temperatures versus time assuming nominal +Z hot case initial
temperatures for the two limit battery heat dissipation conditions described
in 11.2.1. Neither the maximum or minimum battery heat dissipation
conditions exceed maximum allowable short term temperature limits (80°F)
within 12 hours.
11.3 MPT and PCU
Three limiting observatory orientation conditions were considered for
analysis purposes to bound the MPT and PCU thermal problem. They are
discussed individually in the following paragraphs.
11.3.1 Continuous Normal Sun on the MPT and PCU Thermal Radiator Area
The continuous normal sun orientation is possible for the MPT and PCU
because magnetic requirements dictate that the units must be located on a
+Z -Y equipment panel (22 1/2° off perpendicular to +Z axis). The MPT
and PCU are not sensitive to the magnetic field generated by the torquers
and are therefore located on a +Z -Y panel near the torquers to make
room for sensitive equipment (tape recorders), on -Z _+Y panels away
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from the torquers. The MPT and PCU will reach maximum temperatures under
22 1/2° off +Z axis sun point orientation conditions (loss of acquisition)
when 1) the sun is on the array causing near maximum unit heat dissipations
and 2) the sun is normal to the thermal radiator area producing maximum
solar heat input.
Figure 11-6 presents maximum orbital steady-state MPT and PCU tempera-
tures versus solar incident angle for a 2.7 ft radiator area. The maximum
MPT and PCU temperatures are 158°F and 138°F, respectively, for continuous
normal sun (<j> = 0°) on the.radiator area (steady-state). The predicted
temperatures are below maximum allowable operating limits for the MPT
(160°F) and PCU (140°F). If more temperature margin is required between
predicted and allowable, the thermal radiator area can be increased.
11.3.2 Continuous Random Tumbling Resulting in Average (l/u) Full Sun on
the MPT and PCU Thermal Radiator Area
The continuous random tumbling mode is the most probable orientation
that will be experienced by the MPT and PCU with loss of acquisition. The
unit maximum orbital steady-state temperatures are much less than those
discussed in 11.3.1 because 1) the solar heat input to the radiator area
would be decreased to I/TT of the full normal sun input and 2) the unit
heat dissipation would be decreased drastically as electrical power
generated in the solar arrays is decreased (30 to 40% of +Z normal sun
. levels). It is estimated that the unit temperatures would reach orbital
steady-state temperatures in the 40 to 60°F range. These temperatures are
nearly mid way between the MPT (160°F/-40°F) and PCU (140°F/-40°F) maximum
and minimum allowable operating temperature limits.
11.3.3 Continuous Shade on the MPT and PCU Thermal Radiator Area (Surface
Not Exposed to Sun Anytime) .
Continuous thermal radiator shading is remotely possible under loss of
acquisition conditions (sun on -Z half of observatory). Such an orientation
would produce minimum unit temperatures because 1) the solar heat input to
the radiator area would decrease to zero and 2) the unit heat dissipation
would decrease to near zero since the solar array would not be generating
power (no sun on arrays).
11-12
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Figure 11-7 presents MPT and PCU temperatures versus time assuming
nominal +Z sun hot and cold case initial temperatures (MPT and PCU near
zero internal heat dissipation). The MPT and PCU will not reach minimum
allowable operating temperature limits (-40°F) in 12 hours.
11.4 Interface Requirements for Magnetic Control Equipment
Cold Gas Valve. Thermal requirements for this equipment have been
established as 0 to 200°F in similar applications (e.g., Vela Program).
The valve is assembled to, and provides support for, the cold gas nozzle.
The valve itself would be mounted on the spacecraft central cylinder,
and covered by a multi-layer blanket of aluminized Mylar. Ther.e is no
significant heat dissipation in the valve. Suitable valve temperatures
thus depend mostly on availability of mounting locations with temperatures
above 0°F. Previous SCM analyses have predicted central cylinder
temperatures in the range of 40 to 70°F. No thermal problems are
anticipated for the cold gas valve mounted to the SCM central cylinder.
Electromagnets. The three electromagnets are heavy coils with an
iron core, contained by an outer shell and potting compound. The weight
per electromagnet is 51 pounds, in the form of a cylinder 60 inches long
and 3 inches in diameter. Maximum power dissipation per electromagnet is
16 watts each during launch acquisition, and 0.2 watts each during long
term operations.
The electromagnets are not known to be particularly temperature-
sensitive, having a minimum temperature requirement on the order of -58
to -148°F, and an upper limit of 120°F. One electromagnet will be mounted
outside the spacecraft near the (+Z) axis parallel to the (X) axis. The
other two are mounted near or at the -X end of the platform, outside the
equipment compartment.
The electromagnets of their own account appear to present no thermal
problems; heat leakage from local spacecraft structures and thermal coatings
can be utilized to maintain suitably high electromagnet temperatures.
Thermal control of external electromagnets thus involves restricting these
heat leaks to a low level, so as not to perturb equipment compartment
thermal control.
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High temperatures appear to present no prc: lem. The considerable
thermal capacitance of the electromagnets would restrict temperature
increases during a six-hour acquisition period to about 30°F. Maximum
electromagnet temperature will not exceed 100°F.
Magnetometer Sensor and Electronics. The magnetometer electronics
occupy a volume equivalent to a 6-inch cube, dissipate about 1 or 2 watts
of energy, and have qualification temperature limits of -10 to 130°F.
This unit will be located in the spacecraft equipment module, and no
thermal problems are anticipated in that relatively benign environment
(40 to 90°F).
The magnetometer sensor will be located on an external support
structure. In configuration, it is approximately 5 inches long by 2.5
inches in diameter, weighs about 1.5 pounds, and has negligible internal
power dissipation. Its temperature requirements are -10 to 130°F.
Approximate calculations indicate that in eclipses of 40 minutes duration,
the sensor temperature would drop no more than 30 to 40°F from an initial
value near 100°F established by external thermal coatings. If heat losses
to the supporting structure are minimized, there is no clear requirement
for a sensor heater.
Conclusion. Temperature requirements of the cold gas valve,
electromagnets, and magnetometer electronics and sensor, can be met
without heaters. In the case of the magnetometer sensor, it is assumed
that eclipse durations will not greatly exceed 40 minutes.
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12. RELIABILITY
The reliability for the three (3) HEAD missions (e.g., A, B, and C),
incorporating provisions for electromagnetic reaction control, is
estimated below in Table 12-1. Configuration C is the preferred systenr '
Calculations are included for several HEAO-A, B, and C spacecraft (S/C)
configurations utilizing magnetic control with reaction wheels, together
with optional S/C configurations employing cold-gas reaction subsystems
which would operate coincident with magnetic control and reaction wheel
assemblies. Reliability block diagrams depicting the arrangement of
elements comprising the configurations from which analyses were performed
are shown in Figures 12-1 and 12-2. Included also are:
• Pertinent study groundrules
• Assumptions regarding;
- Minimal impact to reliability over baseline
configurations,
- Reaction wheel operation in HEAO-A and C vehicles,
- Redundancy,
- Magnetic control subsystem installation and failure
characteristics,
- Intrasystem connectivities for magnetic control
and cold-gas subsystems.
• Single-failure suppression
• Reliability trade-offs
• Commonality of HEAO-A, B, and C subsystems employing
magnetic control and reaction wheels.
(1) Specifically, the C-II configuration as.estimated in Table 12-1.
C-II provides for initial acquisition manuevers at minimal
impact to current on-board command and attitude control and
determination subsystems.
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12.1 Study Groundrules
Pertinent study groundrules for estimating reliability included:
• full reliance on existing reliability assets for HEAD A,/2\
B and Cv ' missions which reflect current spacecraft (S/C)
reliability requirements and goals,
• determination of magnetic and cold-gas subsystem
reliability options suitable for all HEAD missions,
• defining the cross-strapping required (if any) to
maintain (or improve) established S/C reliability
levels,
t the preliminary evaluation of parts, materials, and
processes which would foster lower failure-rates for
all HEAO missions.
12.2 Reliability Assumptions
For study purposes, the assumptions used were:
• Reliability predictions for associative subsystems of
HEAO-A, B, and C for 6 and 12 month missions, would
require re-examination for any collateral impact to S/C
reliability as a result of introducing new reaction
control subsystem elements,
0 HEAO-A and C S/C would be equipped with HEAO-B type
reaction wheel assemblies coincident with the introduc-
tion of magnetic control (and cold-gas control) sub-
system elements,
• Redundancy would be employed to inhibit single failure
modes and increase the reliability of all new indepen-
dent subsystem elements,
(2) Refer to TRW Document HEAO-S-73-632, 3 October 1973, as ammended.
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• Installation characteristics and part failure rates
employed in the estimating process would be based upon
proven engineering practice and upon recent spaceflight
experience data in l ieu of rough estimates wherever possible,
• Electrical connectivities for new electronic and electro-
mechanical assemblies, to accommodate magnetic control,
would rely to the maximum extent possible, on existing
cross-strapping of command and control elements.
12.3 Single-Point Fai lure Mode Suppression
The proposed subsystem configurations were carefully examined for
*tpossible single-point failures whose occurrence could introduce total
system failure. (Such configurations are unacceptable for rel iabil i ty.)
In actual design, single-failure mode possibilities wi l l be also el iminated
or suppressed by recommending rigid component screening and strict pro-
duct reliabili ty requirements to reduce failure rates.
12.4 Rel iab i l i ty Trade-Offs
Results of preliminary trade studies indicate that electromagnet
assemblies having double-wound electromagnets, for back-up operation, afford
the best protection against complete fai lure of the magnetic subsystem
for any axis coincident with s impl i fy ing the "packaging" of each electro-
magnet assembly for actual spacecraft installation.
Existing TRW hardware designs for magnetic-field sensing and pre-
amplification were deemed appropriate and reliable for HEAD missions with-
out essential modifications. Of the various cross-strapping opportunities
available, the cross-strapping of Transfer Assemblies to electromagnet
electronics assemblies proved the most sui table scheme inasmuch as
attitude control (ACDS) commands to the magnetic control components
occur at this system interface in normal operation.
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OThe Introduction and use of a cold-gas reaction control subsystem,
for Initial acquisition, was evaluated and found to present little, if
any, real impact upon spacecraft reliability by its incorporation.
The incorporation of a cold-gas reaction control subsystem, for
initial acquisition manuevers, permits additional operating flexibility
for full-term magnetic control operations at "no expense" to overall
spacecraft reliability requirements.
Special requirements were agreeably introduced for estimating cold-
gas reaction control reliability and included:
• 600 thrusting cycles (over a 2-hour term) for
initial acquisition manuevers,
• 1800 thrusting cycles (over a 4380-hour term)
for HEAO-A acquisition manuevers,
0 1800 thrusting cycles (over a 8760-hour term)
for HEAO-B acquisition manuevers.
The introduction of HEAO-B type reaction wheel assemblies (4 each)
into the HEAO-A configuration proved acceptable with negligible impact
upon overall spacecraft reliability goals (e.g., 0.90).
Results of the trade studies indicate that
(1) Reliability goals of 0.90 and 0.80 can be met upon
incorporation of a Magnetic Controller for both
HEAO-A and HEAO-B missions, respectively..
(2) Cross-strapping of electromagnet electronics and
electromaget assemblies from the output of the Transfer
Assemblies provides immediate and active redundance for
reliable X, Y, and Z axis control.
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(3) The intended use of a cold-gas reaction control
subsystem will not result in any degradation in system
reliability, and will provide added manuevering flexi-
bility for all HEAD missions equipped with magnetic
control provisions.
12.5 Commonality of HEAO-A and HEAO-B Systems Incorporating Magnetic Torquing
Provisions
Aside from the introduction of reaction wheel assemblies into the
HEAO-A system, coincident with incorporating magnetic control functions,
all new components proposed for HEAO-A and B spacecraft were examined
for commonality of installation, connection and operation to assure
parity of overall reliability estimates.
12.6 Wheels/Magnetics Control System
Candidate subsystem configurations for HEAO-A and HEAO-B have been
analyzed, (see Figure 12-1). Estimates of reliability for these configura-
tions have also been calculated and include the addition of reaction
wheel provisions for HEAO-A missions, (refer to Column I of Table 12-1).
These estimates indicate that HEAO-A and B missions can be accomplished/3 \
solely using RWA and magnetic control provisionsv ' in all cases having
single-failure mode protection. For the preferred configuration, these
estimates are 0.931,and 0.826 for HEAO-A and HEAO-B missions, respectively.
12.7 Wheels/Magnetics/Cold-Gas Control System
Estimates for HEAO-A and B missions having RWA, magnetic control
and cold-gas control subsystems have also been calculated, to permit
reliability comparisons, (refer to Columns II, III and IV of Table 12-1).
Again, the preferred configuration, C, indicates that HEAO-A and B
reliability goals can be met for either initial acquisition and multiple
acquisitions without redundant thrusters or for multiple acquisitions
using fully redundant thruster banks.
(3) Based on reliability^ not upon operating constraints.
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13. VERIFICATION-AND MISSION OPERATIONS
13.1 Wheels/Magnetics Control System
13.1.1 Observatory Verification
In this approach, the magnetic control system will be incorporated
in HEAO-A, -B, and -C and the reaction wheels, baselined for HEAO-B,
will also be included on HEAO-A and -C. The following spacecraft/obser-
vatory verification activities will be added or deleted:
Deleted Tasks
• Installation of RCS
• RCS proof pressure and leak checks
t RCS electrical performance tests
t RCS fueling/pressurizing
The latter is perhaps the most significant deletion since it
simplifies the launch site operations of fueling and pressurizing the RCS
and deletes the requirement for one of the launch site facilities
(Propellant Building in Area ESA-60A) and the observatory movement to
and from this facility.
Added Tasks
• Installation and test of reaction wheels on HEAO-A and -C
• Installation and test of magnetic control system
The ACDS tests will be modified to incorporate verification of the
magnetic control hardware. An end-to-end type verification will be
performed by subjecting the magnetometer to a magnetic field and
monitoring the resultant electromagnet currents. The field will be
applied with several pre-established directions and magnitudes but precise
knowledge is not required since-the objective of this test will be to
verify repeatability and, in particular, to verify that the proper flux
polarities are generated by the electromagnets. Additional tests will be
performed by injecting into observatory test points, known simulatad
magnetometer output signals generated by the ACDS test set. The resultant
quantitative values of electromagnet current will be verified. The test
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parameter values will be established by analysis performed during the
development phase. A magnetic field map will be obtained at selected
locations on the integrated observatory to determine the field of
magnetized objects and critical large-field components.
13.1.2 Electrical Support Equipment
This option (Wheels and Magnetic Control) deletes the requirement
for the RCS control and monitor unit and changes some of the requirements
of the ACDS console. The design changes to the ACDS console can be
identified as follows:
• Eliminate the monitoring of the twelve thruster actuation
signals.
• Provide a triaxial coil-current device for excitation of
the magnetometer-electromagnet system for end-to-end testing.
Variable fields would be provided by controlling the current
to the coils.
• Provide current control for six magnetometer calibration coils
for quantitative magnetometer-electromagnet testing.
13.1.3 Mechanical Support Equipment
The reaction control subsystem will be deleted from the observatory
for this option which eliminates the need for a propellant and pressurant
loading unit (PPLU). The costs for the PPLU will be deleted from the
MSE estimates for this option.
A hoist sling will be required to install the electromagnets
into the equipment module. Mechanical support equipment personnel will
provide support to other disciplines to insure that adequate considera-
tion is given to handling, installation.and protection of the electro-
magnets.
13.2 Wheels/Magnetics/Cold Gas System
13.2.1 Observatory Verification
This option is different from the wheels/magnetic control option
in that a simple cold gas system is incorporated on each observatory in
addition to the magnetic system to permit faster sun acquisition after
separation.
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Deleted Tasks
t Installation of RCS
• RCS proof pressure arid leak checks
• RCS electrical performance tests
• RCS fueling/pressurizing
Added Tasks
• Installation and test of reaction wheels on HEAO-A and -C
• Installation and test of magnetic control system
t Cold gas system integration
• Proof pressure and leak checks
• Electrical performance test of cold gas system valves
o Pressurization of cold gas system at launch site
13.2.2 Electrical Support Equipment
This option (wheels, magnetic control and cold gas system) will
require changes to both the ACDS console and RCS control and monitor
unit. Changes to the ACDS console will consist of reduction of the
thruster actuation monitoring from 12 to 6 and also adding the magnetometer
electromagnet system test devices as required for the Wheels/Magnetic
Control Option.
The cold gas system will require a unit quite similar to the RCS
control and monitor unit to include: control of the isolation valves,
isolation valve position monitoring and propellant pressure monitoring.
13.2.3 Mechanical Support Equipment
In addition to the mechanical support equipment impact described
under 13.1.3, this option has the requirement that a cold gas loading
unit be provided for charging the gas storage tanks before launch.
The cold gas loading unit will consist of a bank of standard
6,000 psi gas bottles mounted on a portable, wheeled cart with the
associated plumbing and control components. A preliminary concept of
the gas loading unit is shown in the schematic in Figure 13-1. All
components of the GSU will be stainless steel, except the gas bottles,
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and will be capable of delivering gas to the observatory fill valve
conforming to MSFC Spec. 234A. The GSU will meet all safety requirements
of AFETRM 127-1. All components will be standard commercial equipment.
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Figure 13-1. Gas Loading Unit Schematic
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